Fiscal Year 2019, First Round

State and Jurisdiction List

The following includes the first round of NEA recommended grants to organizations, sorted by state or jurisdiction, then by city and name of organization. All of the grants are for specific projects; no Arts Endowment funds may be used for general operating expenses. To find additional project details, please visit the National Endowment for the Arts’ Grant Search.

Click the state/jurisdiction below to jump to that area of the document.
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Alabama

Number of Grants: 5  Total Dollar Amount: $70,000

Alabama Dance Council, Inc.
$20,000   Birmingham, AL
Art Works — Dance
To support the Alabama Dance Council programming.

Alabama Moving Image Association Inc (aka Sidewalk Film Festival)
$20,000   Birmingham, AL
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Sidewalk Film Festival and associated public programming.

University of Alabama at Birmingham
$10,000   Birmingham, AL
Challenge America
To support the theater production of Me...Jane: The Dreams & Adventures of Young Jane Goodall.

Marshall County Retired Senior Volunteer Program, Incorporated (aka Marshall County RSVP)
$10,000   Guntersville, AL
Challenge America
To support Melodies and Musings, a southeast regional mountain dulcimer festival culminating in a public concert.

Alabama Shakespeare Festival, Inc.
$10,000   Montgomery, AL
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of Buzz, a new play by Susan Ferrara.
Alaska

Number of Grants: 7    Total Dollar Amount: $125,000

Alaska Design Forum, Inc.
$25,000    Anchorage, AK
Art Works — Design
To support Polar Shift, a lecture series that will explore design and cultural responses to Alaska's changing environment.

Anchorage Concert Association, Inc.
$15,000    Anchorage, AK
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a multidisciplinary performing arts series.

Anchorage Museum Association (aka Anchorage Museum)
$30,000    Anchorage, AK
Art Works — Design
To support SEED Lab, an artist and designer residency program that will respond to community needs through solutions, equity, energy, and design (SEED).

Anchorage Opera Company
$10,000    Anchorage, AK
Art Works — Opera
To support a production of An American Dream by Composer Jack Perla and Librettist Jessica Murphy Moo.

Fairbanks Concert Association (aka FCA)
$10,000    Fairbanks, AK
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a presenting series.

Alaska Arts Southeast, Inc. (aka Sitka Fine Arts Camp)
$20,000    Sitka, AK
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the Sitka Fine Arts Camp, a residential multidisciplinary arts camp for students from throughout the state of Alaska.

Sitka Summer Music Festival Inc. (aka Sitka Summer Music Festival and Alaska Classics)
$15,000    Sitka, AK
Art Works — Music
To support a touring and community engagement project in cities and rural towns of Alaska.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Arizona

**Number of Grants:** 9  **Total Dollar Amount:** $190,000

**Flagstaff Arts Council**
$25,000  Flagstaff, AZ  
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies  
To support a visual arts exhibition exploring water issues in Northern Arizona and the Southwest United States.

**Grand Canyon Chamber Music Festival**
$25,000  Grand Canyon, AZ  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support the Native American Composer Apprentice Project (NACAP).

**City of Litchfield Park, Arizona (on behalf of Community and Recreation Services Department (Special Events))**
$10,000  Litchfield Park, AZ  
Challenge America  
To support the Litchfield Park Native American Fine Arts Festival.

**Phoenix Art Museum**
$30,000  Phoenix, AZ  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the traveling exhibition *Agnes Pelton: Desert Transcendentalist*.

**Childsplay, Inc.**
$10,000  Tempe, AZ  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *Selena Sings*, a new play by Miriam Gonzales and composer Daniel French.

**Borderlands Theater Teatro Fronterizo, Inc. (aka Borderlands Theater)**
$20,000  Tucson, AZ  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a production of *Their Dogs Came With Them*, a new play by Virginia Grise, adapted from the 2008 novel by Helena Maria Viramontes.

**Loft Cinema, Inc. (aka The Loft)**
$20,000  Tucson, AZ  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the 2019 Loft Film Fest, a screening tour, and related public programming celebrating the art and diversity of film.

**Museum of Contemporary Art (aka MOCA)**
$10,000  Tucson, AZ  
Challenge America  
To support a series of performance and sound workshops at Arizona Schools for the Deaf and Blind.

---

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
University of Arizona
$40,000  Tucson, AZ
Art Works — Museums
To support an exhibition and outreach program featuring the work of artist Umar Rashid (aka Frohawk Two Feathers).

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Arkansas

Number of Grants: 7    Total Dollar Amount: $130,000

Davis, Geoffrey
$25,000    Fayetteville, AR
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Theatre Squared, Inc. (aka TheatreSquared)
$30,000    Fayetteville, AR
Art Works — Theater
To support the Arkansas New Play Festival.

Sonny Boy Blues Society (aka King Biscuit Blues Festival)
$25,000    Helena, AR
Art Works — Music
To support the King Biscuit Blues Festival.

Arkansas Symphony Orchestra Society, Inc. (aka Arkansas Symphony Orchestra)
$10,000    Little Rock, AR
Challenge America
To support concert performances and related outreach activities.

Chamber Music Society of Little Rock (aka CMSLR)
$10,000    Little Rock, AR
Challenge America
To support a series of chamber music performances, and related educational programming.

Oxford American Literary Project (aka The Oxford American)
$20,000    Little Rock, AR
Art Works — Literature
To support payments to writers for The Oxford American magazine.

Ozark Foothills Filmfest, Inc.
$10,000    Locust Grove, AR
Challenge America
To support the annual Ozark Foothills FilmFest showcasing independent, narrative, and documentary films.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
California

**Number of Grants: 152  Total Dollar Amount: $3,572,500**

**Berkeley Repertory Theatre (aka Berkeley Rep)**
$50,000  Berkeley, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support artist fees and travel for the Ground Floor Summer Lab.

**Kala Institute**
$10,000  Berkeley, CA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residencies and related activities for artists working in and across print and digital media.

**National Film Preserve, Ltd. (aka Telluride Film Festival)**
$20,000  Berkeley, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Telluride Film Festival and related public programming dedicated to celebrating the art of film.

**Project H Design**
$20,000  Berkeley, CA
Art Works — Design
To support Girls Garage, an arts, design, and building program for youth in Berkeley, California.

**Regents of the University of California at Berkeley (aka UC Berkeley)**
$20,000  Berkeley, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support several curated film series on contemporary and historical world cinema.

**Small Press Distribution, Inc. (aka SPD)**
$65,000  Berkeley, CA
Art Works — Literature
To support services to literary small press publishers, including the distribution and marketing of books.

**Academy Foundation (aka Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences)**
$20,000  Beverly Hills, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the preservation, restoration, and digitization of an historically significant African-American film that elevates the profile of African-American contributions to American cinema.

**Jazz Bakery Performance Space (aka Jazz Bakery)**
$20,000  Beverly Hills, CA
Art Works — Music
To support Concerts & Conversations with Southern California Jazz Legends.

**Engage Inc. (aka EngAGE)**
$40,000  Burbank, CA

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a multidisciplinary arts education program for low-income seniors.

Music at Kohl Mansion Inc  
$20,000  Burlingame, CA  
Art Works — Music  
To support Violins of Hope San Francisco Bay Area, a communitywide residency celebrating the resilience of the human spirit.

Pacific Chorale  
$15,000  Costa Mesa, CA  
Art Works — Music  
To support UnSung Heroes, a new initiative comprising a choral performance and community engagement project.

South Coast Repertory, Inc. (aka South Coast Repertory)  
$50,000  Costa Mesa, CA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the Pacific Playwrights Festival.

Symphonic Jazz Orchestra  
$12,500  Culver City, CA  
Art Works — Music  
To support free community concerts.

Los Angeles County Office of Education (aka LACOE)  
$30,000  Downey, CA  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support Technology Enhanced Arts Learning (TEAL), a professional development project for public school teachers and administrators working across school districts in Los Angeles County.

Break the Barriers, Inc.  
$10,000  Fresno, CA  
Challenge America  
To support a series of inclusive dance classes and performances.

Radio Bilingue, Inc.  
$20,000  Fresno, CA  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support the Raíces – Songs and Tales of Rio Arriba radio series.

Alameda County Office of Education (aka ACOE)  
$50,000  Hayward, CA  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support the Alliance for Arts Learning Leadership’s collective impact project, an initiative that will increase learning in and through the arts for students in Alameda County and surrounding counties.

Healdsburg Jazz Festival, Inc. (aka Healdsburg Jazz)  
Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
$20,000       Healdsburg, CA
Art Works — Music
To support the Healdsburg Jazz Festival.

Social Justice Learning Institute
$10,000       Inglewood, CA
Challenge America
To support a multi-day community arts event that will showcase original work by local professional artists and students.

Irvine Barclay Theatre Operating Co. (aka Irvine Barclay Theatre or The Barclay)
$20,000       Irvine, CA
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation of national dance artists.

Pacific Symphony
$30,000       Irvine, CA
Art Works — Music
To support an orchestral performance project celebrating the 50th anniversary of the moon landing.

American Film Institute, Inc. (aka AFI)
$20,000       Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the AFI DOCS Film Festival and associated public programming

Autry Museum of the American West (aka The Autry)
$10,000       Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support the creation of new works for the stage with a focus on Native American, First Nations, and Alaska Native playwrights through Native Voices, the Autry’s resident theater company.

Blank Theatre Company (aka The Blank Theatre)
$10,000       Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support the Young Playwrights Festival, a nationwide playwriting competition for student writers.

Collage Dance Theatre (aka Heidi Duckler Dance Theatre)
$10,000       Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Dance
To support a new site-specific work in partnership with the Wende Museum.

Common Field
$35,000       Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support planning costs for a national convening of visual arts organizations in Philadelphia.

Cornerstone Theater Company, Inc. (aka Cornerstone)
$30,000       Los Angeles, CA

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Art Works — Theater
To support the production and touring of *Native Nation*, a community-based play about Native people in communities throughout the country.

**Eagle Rock Community Cultural Association (aka Center for the Arts Eagle Rock)**
$15,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support Center for the Arts Eagle Rock's public engagement project celebrating comic book arts.

**Fathomers**
$25,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the development of a public art installation in Los Angeles by conceptual artist Michael Jones McKean (b. 1976).

**Film Collaborative (aka TFC)**
$20,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the first year of a touring program in which filmmakers present a selection of their works and participate in facilitated group discussions at colleges and universities in Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin.

**Film Independent, Inc.**
$25,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support a series of film screenings and related public programming dedicated to original and emerging voices representing the broad spectrum of American society and culture.

**Grand Performances**
$30,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a multidisciplinary performing arts series.

**Harmony Project (aka Harmony Project)**
$45,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support free music instruction for students in underserved communities.

**Kounkuey Design Initiative, Inc.**
$30,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Design
To support artist-led and community-engaged design for the Los Angeles Adopt-A-Lot pilot program.

**Latino Theater Company (aka Los Angeles Theatre Center)**
$20,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of *Sombras*, a new play about the complexities of Alzheimer's disease at the Los Angeles Theatre Center.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra Society, Inc. (aka Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra)
$25,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Music
To support an artist residency.

Los Angeles Master Chorale Association (aka Los Angeles Master Chorale)
$45,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Music
To support a concert series of contemporary choral works by composers based in Los Angeles and related community engagement activities.

Los Angeles Opera Company (aka LA Opera)
$75,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Opera
To support performances of El Gato Montés (The Wildcat) by Manuel Panella with related community engagement programming.

Los Angeles Performance Practice
$30,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the commissioning and presentation of new works.

Los Angeles Philharmonic Association
$85,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Music
To support the concert series William Grant Still and the Harlem Renaissance, including the premiere of a new work by Adolphus Hailstork and related community engagement activities.

Muae Publishing, Inc. (aka Kaya Press)
$15,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Literature
To support Kaya Press in the publication and promotion of books, including work in translation.

Museum Associates (aka Los Angeles County Museum of Art)
$60,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Museums
To support the Los Angeles County Museum of Art’s exhibition Beyond the Line: The Art of Korean Writing, examining the history of Korean calligraphy.

P.S. Arts
$10,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a theater-based youth development program.

Pablove Foundation Inc. (aka The Pablove Foundation)
$30,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Visual Arts

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support Pablove Shutterbugs, a national program that teaches photography fundamentals to children and teens living with cancer.

**Pacific Opera Project**  
$15,000  
Los Angeles, CA  
Art Works — Opera  
To support a new co-production of *Madama Butterfly* by Composer Giacomo Puccini.

**Piece by Piece**  
$20,000  
Los Angeles, CA  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support a visiting artist series to bring mosaic artists together with homeless citizens in downtown Los Angeles.

**Regents of the University of California at Los Angeles (aka UCLA) (on behalf of Fowler Museum)**  
$40,000  
Los Angeles, CA  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the Fowler Art Museum's traveling exhibition *Through Positive Eyes*, a photography and storytelling exhibition.

**Regents of the University of California at Los Angeles (aka UCLA) (on behalf of Center for the Art of Performance)**  
$10,000  
Los Angeles, CA  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support a presentation of *The White Album* by Lars Jan at the Center for the Art of Performance.

$35,000  
Los Angeles, CA  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support a printmaking summit and professional printmaking programs.

**Southern California Institute of Architecture (aka SCI-Arc)**  
$30,000  
Los Angeles, CA  
Art Works — Design  
To support a project to assess and plan the archiving of SCI-Arc's collection of publications, posters, images, and objects amassed since the school's 1972 founding.

**Street Symphony Project, Inc. (aka Street Symphony)**  
$30,000  
Los Angeles, CA  
Art Works — Music  
To support the Street Symphony's Messiah Project, a performance and engagement project.

**Theatre Of Hearts, Inc. (aka Theatre Of Hearts Youth First)**  
$10,000  
Los Angeles, CA  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support a visual arts and creative writing program for incarcerated youth in Central Juvenile Hall School.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/discover/press/press-releases/grants.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Unusual Suspects Theatre Co. (aka The Unusual Suspects Theatre Company)
$15,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support after-school theater arts education residencies.

Visual Communications Media (aka Visual Communications)
$20,000 Los Angeles, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the annual Los Angeles Asian Pacific Film Festival (LAAPFF) and related public programming.

Youth Policy Institute
$10,000 Los Angeles, CA
Challenge America
To support a permanent mural installation in a community garden.

Yuba County-Sutter County Regional Arts Council (aka Yuba Sutter Arts)
$10,000 Marysville, CA
Challenge America
To support the creation of murals throughout the rural town of Live Oak, California.

EcoArts of Lake County (aka Middletown Art Center)
$10,000 Middletown, CA
Challenge America
To support a public art project in rural Lake County, California, and related outreach activities.

Marin Theatre Company (aka MTC)
$20,000 Mill Valley, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of Jazz by Nambi E. Kelley.

Gallo Center for the Arts, Inc.
$10,000 Modesto, CA
Challenge America
To support a public performance and community events with recording artist Damien Sneed.

Monterey Jazz Festival
$30,000 Monterey, CA
Art Works — Music
To support the Monterey Jazz Festival.

Oak Grove Institute Foundation, Inc. (aka Oak Grove Center)
$10,000 Murrieta, CA
Challenge America
To support multidisciplinary arts workshops for underserved youth.

Aggregate Space Gallery
$20,000 Oakland, CA
Art Works — Visual Arts

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support two exhibitions in the *New Works* series, a commissioning project by emerging artists.

**AXIS Dance Company (aka AXIS)**  
$15,000  
Oakland, CA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support dance education and outreach programs for youth and adults with and without disabilities and the company's performance engagements.

**Creative Growth, Inc. (aka Creative Growth)**  
$20,000  
Oakland, CA  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support programming for artists with disabilities.

**Destiny Arts Center (aka Destiny, Destiny Arts)**  
$15,000  
Oakland, CA  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support performing arts instruction for students.

**Living Jazz**  
$10,000  
Oakland, CA  
Challenge America  
To support a music concert honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

**Omnira Institute**  
$10,000  
Oakland, CA  
Challenge America  
To support the Black-Eyed Pea Festival, a celebration of African-American music and art.

**Project Bandaloop (aka BANDALOOP)**  
$15,000  
Oakland, CA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support a collaborative residency with Artistic Director Amelia Rudolph and Musician Daniel Bernard Roumain.

**Ojai Playwrights Conference**  
$15,000  
Ojai, CA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support staff salaries and travel costs for the Youth Workshop, a mentoring program for junior high and high school students that provides opportunities to create and perform their own dramatic works, part of the Ojai Playwrights Conference.

**Palm Springs International Film Society (aka Palm Springs International Film Festival)**  
$20,000  
Palm Springs, CA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support community engagement programs associated with the Palm Springs International Film Festival and ShortsFest, dedicated to celebrate and advance film as an artistic form.

---

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent_grants.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
About Productions (aka About...Productions)
$15,000 Pasadena, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of *Evangeline, the Queen of Make-Believe*, an original interdisciplinary theater piece with accompanying educational workshops for high school students.

Red Hen Press, Inc.
$20,000 Pasadena, CA
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of books of fiction, as well as an anthology.

El Dorado Arts Council
$25,000 Placerville, CA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support arts and cultural activities at the sesquicentennial anniversary celebration of the Wakamatsu Tea and Silk Farm Colony in rural El Dorado County, California.

East Bay Center for the Performing Arts
$40,000 Richmond, CA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a multidisciplinary arts education program for middle and high school students.

RYSE Inc.
$25,000 Richmond, CA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support an arts learning program for youth.

Black, Malachi
$25,000 San Diego, CA
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Diversionary Theatre Productions, Inc. (aka Diversionary Theatre)
$10,000 San Diego, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of *The Hour of Great Mercy* by Miranda Rose Hall, directed by Rosina Reynolds.

Media Arts Center San Diego (aka MACSD)
$20,000 San Diego, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the San Diego Latino Film Festival and related public programming focusing on Latino culture and heritage.

Museum of Photographic Arts (aka MOPA)
$35,000 San Diego, CA
Art Works — Museums
To support the phase three of the initiative Genesis: SEPIA (Seniors Exploring Photography, Identity and Appreciation).

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
New Children’s Museum
$25,000      San Diego, CA
Art Works — Museums
To support the commission of *Climbing Nest*, a new work by Toshiko MacAdam.

Old Globe Theatre (aka The Old Globe)
$40,000      San Diego, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support the New Voices Program.

Pacific Arts Movement (aka San Diego Asian Film Festival)
$15,000      San Diego, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 20th San Diego Asian Film Festival (SDAFF) and related public programming dedicated to showcasing Pan-Asian media arts.

San Diego Dance Theater (aka Jean Isaacs San Diego Dance Theater)
$10,000      San Diego, CA
Challenge America
To support Trolley Dances, a series of site-specific dance performances that will happen along the Metro Transit System in San Diego, and related educational programming.

San Diego Museum Council Inc.
$10,000      San Diego, CA
Challenge America
To support Kids Free in October, a county-wide initiative to encourage children to attend museums.

San Diego Symphony Orchestra Association (aka San Diego Symphony)
$20,000      San Diego, CA
Art Works — Music
To support Hearing the Future, an annual festival of new music.

City of San Fernando, California
$50,000      San Fernando, CA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Mariachi Master Apprentice Program.

3rd I South Asian Independent Film (aka 3rd i Films)
$15,000      San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 3rd i Films’ San Francisco International South Asian Film Festival and associated public programming.

Abada-Capoeira San Francisco
$20,000      San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Spirit of Brazil festival.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Amy Seiwert’s Imagery (aka Imagery)
$10,000  San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Dance
To support the innovative use of projections and lighting for the SKETCH series, an annual creative laboratory for ballet-based choreography.

California Lawyers for the Arts, Inc.
$60,000  San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support a national conference on arts in corrections.

Center for Asian American Media (aka CAAM)
$20,000  San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support CAAMFest, a media arts festival that showcases the work of Asian and Asian-American artists and related public programming.

Center for the Art of Translation
$40,000  San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of the journal Two Lines, as well as books in translation.

Cheng, Jennifer S.
$25,000  San Francisco, CA
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Corporation of the Fine Arts Museums (aka Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco)
$45,000  San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition The Early Celebrity of Peter Paul Rubens, organized by the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco.

CounterPulse
$15,000  San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Dance
To support the Artist Residency and Commissioning (ARC) Program, which provides space and support for emerging and mid-career choreographers.

Flyaway Productions
$15,000  San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Dance
To support the creation of sets and costumes for The Wait Room, by Artistic Director Jo Kreiter.

Frameline
$20,000  San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Media Arts

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support the 43rd San Francisco International LGBTQ Film Festival and Frameline Encore, a free year-round film exhibition program dedicated to connecting filmmakers and audiences in the Bay Area and around the world.

**Garrett Moulton Productions (aka Garrett + Moulton Productions)**

$10,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the creation and presentation of *The Oversoul*, by choreographers Janice Garrett and Charles Moulton.

**Golden Thread Productions**

$10,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the U.S. premiere production of *Scenes from 71 Years* by Irish-Palestinian playwright Hannah Khalil, directed by Michael Malek Najjar.

**Hope Mohr Dance**

$10,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the Bridge Project with repertory performances, workshops, and documentation to commemorate the 100th anniversary of choreographer Merce Cunningham's birth.

**Kronos Performing Arts Association (aka Kronos Quartet)**

$35,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Music  
To support the Kronos Festival.

**Left Coast Chamber Ensemble, Inc.**

$20,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Opera  
To support the premiere performance of *Artemisia* by Composer Laura Schwendinger and Librettist Ginger Strand based on the life and work of Baroque painter Artemisia Gentileschi with related community engagement programming.

**Lighthouse for the Blind and Visually Impaired (aka LightHouse)**

$10,000  San Francisco, CA  
Challenge America  
To support the annual Superfest Disability Film Festival.

**ODC (aka ODC/Dance)**

$15,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support creation and presentation of *Worlds on Fire*, a new work by Brenda Way and Kate Weare.

**ODC Theater**

$20,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of Tere O'Connor Dance's *Long Run* with related public activities.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
**Playwrights Foundation, Inc.**
$20,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the 42nd Annual Bay Area Playwrights Festival.

**Queer Women of Color Media Arts Project - QWOCMAP (aka QWOCMAP)**
$15,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the public exhibition of commissioned films made by local residents that explore the contributions of LGBTQ people of color to the history and culture of San Francisco.

**Root Division**
$20,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support the Second Saturday Exhibition Series, a collection of visual arts events and presentations of work by Bay Area artists.

**San Francisco Cinematheque**
$20,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support public engagement activities for Crossroads 2019, a festival dedicated to experimental film, video, and performance-based cinema.

**San Francisco Film Society (aka SFFILM)**
$20,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the 62nd SFFILM Festival and related public programming.

**San Francisco Green Film Festival (aka Green Film Fest)**
$10,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the Impact Film program at the San Francisco Green Film Festival.

**San Francisco Jazz Organization (aka SFJAZZ)**
$30,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Music  
To support the SFJAZZ Collective's commissioning, development, and performance of new original works by ensemble members and arrangements of works by Brazilian composer Antônio Carlos Jobim.

**San Francisco Jewish Film Festival (aka Jewish Film Institute)**
$20,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the Jewish Film Institute's 39th San Francisco Jewish Film Festival.

**San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (aka SFMOMA)**
$35,000  San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Museums

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/grants/search) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
To support the retrospective exhibition *Suzanne Lacy: We Are Here* and an accompanying catalogue.

**San Francisco Opera Association**  
$90,000  
San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Opera  
To support performances of the opera *The (R)evolution of Steve Jobs* by Composer Mason Bates and Librettist Mark Campbell, a co-commissioning project with Santa Fe Opera, Seattle Opera, and co-produced with Indiana University's Jacobs School of Music.

**San Francisco Symphony (aka SFS) (on behalf of San Francisco Symphony Youth Orchestra)**  
$10,000  
San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support the Artist Development Program of the San Francisco Symphony Youth Orchestra

**San Francisco Symphony (aka SFS)**  
$75,000  
San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Music  
To support The Magic of Youth: Engaging Community through Ravel and Britten, a performance and engagement project with children's voices.

**Shanahan, Charif**  
$25,000  
San Francisco, CA  
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Silent Film Festival (aka San Francisco Silent Film Festival)**  
$20,000  
San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the 24th San Francisco Silent Film Festival and related preservation and educational activities.

**U.S./Japan Cultural Trade Network, Inc. (aka CTN)**  
$10,000  
San Francisco, CA  
Challenge America  
To support an artist residency and public performances by composer and interdisciplinary artist Tomoko Momiyama.

**Voice of Witness, A Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation (aka Voice of Witness)**  
$15,000  
San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the development of an oral history title.

**Voices of Music Inc**  
$10,000  
San Francisco, CA  
Art Works — Music  
To support Musical Crossroads, an early music performance project.

**Women's Audio Mission (aka WAM)**  
$30,000  
San Francisco, CA

_Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.arts.gov) for additional project details for NEA grants._
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the expansion of instructional staff for Girls on the Mic, a digital media arts training and mentorship program.

World Arts West
$50,000 San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Dance
To support the artistic direction and mentorship of dance companies as part of the annual San Francisco Ethnic Dance Festival.

Yerba Buena Arts & Events
$20,000 San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support performing arts presentations at the Yerba Buena Gardens Festival.

Z Space Studio (aka Z Space)
$25,000 San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support the development and production of The Red Shades, a new rock opera musical by Oakland-based writer Adrienne Price and composer Jeanine Adkisson.

Zaccho SF (aka Zaccho Dance Theatre)
$10,000 San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Dance
To support the creation and presentation of Radar, a site-specific dance work by Artistic Director Joanna Haigood.

ZYZZYVA, Inc.
$10,000 San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of ZYZZYVA and updates to the journal's website.

Aimusic School
$30,000 San Jose, CA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the International Aimusic Festival.

Opera San Jose, Inc.
$25,000 San Jose, CA
Art Works — Opera
To support a new co-production of Moby-Dick by Composer Jake Heggie and libretto by Gene Scheer.

San Jose Jazz Society (aka San Jose Jazz)
$10,000 San Jose, CA
Art Works — Music
To support the 30th anniversary San Jose Jazz Summer Fest.

School of Arts and Culture at MHP (aka School of Arts and Culture)
Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
$10,000       San Jose, CA
Challenge America
To support a temporary visual art installation designed in collaboration with youth from the Mayfair neighborhood of San Jose.

Taiko Community Alliance
$30,000       San Jose, CA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the North American Taiko Conference.

California Film Institute (aka CFI)
$20,000       San Rafael, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 42nd Mill Valley Film Festival community engagement programs, such as master classes, panel discussions, and free daytime screenings for students.

Everybody Dance Now! (aka EDN!)
$10,000       Santa Barbara, CA
Challenge America
To support a one-day festival of hip hop and breakdancing street dance, and related outreach activities.

Music Academy of the West
$20,000       Santa Barbara, CA
Art Works — Music
To support the Commissions and Premieres (C+P) initiative, a professional artistic development program.

Santa Barbara International Film Festival (aka SBIFF)
$20,000       Santa Barbara, CA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 2019 Santa Barbara International Film Festival and associated public programming.

Arts Council Santa Cruz County
$30,000       Santa Cruz, CA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support a grant program for arts organizations across Santa Cruz County, California.

TeAda Productions (aka TeAda)
$10,000       Santa Monica, CA
Art Works — Theater
To support the touring of Masters of the Currents, a production by Co-Artistic Directors Leilani Chan and Ova Saopeng.

County of Sonoma, California
$25,000       Santa Rosa, CA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support a grant program and professional development opportunities for visual and literary artists in Sonoma County, California.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Santa Rosa Symphony Association
$10,000 Santa Rosa, CA
Challenge America
To support musical performances and related outreach activities by guest violinist Elena Urioste.

Montalvo Association
$15,000 Saratoga, CA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support the residencies for American artists at the Lucas Artists Residency Program.

Headlands Center for the Arts
$30,000 Sausalito, CA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support programs for artists including public programs.

Voice of Roma (aka VOR)
$15,000 Sebastopol, CA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the annual Herdeljezi Romani Festival in San Francisco.

Redbird
$10,000 Simi Valley, CA
Challenge America
To support a multi-day Native American cultural performance and celebration.

Each One Reach One Inc.
$20,000 South San Francisco, CA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a playwriting program for youth.

Tia Chucha’s Centro Cultural, Inc.
$20,000 Sylmar, CA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a publication and documentary film chronicling arts education programs in prisons.

City of Vacaville, California
$10,000 Vacaville, CA
Challenge America
To support a public art project marking trailheads to the Rocky Hill Trail located in the Rocky Hill and Markham neighborhoods in Vacaville, California.

California Institute of the Arts (aka CalArts) (on behalf of CalArts Community Arts Partnership)
$30,000 Valencia, CA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the CalArts Community Arts Partnership Summer Film Academy.

Gay Men’s Chorus of Los Angeles (aka GMCLA)

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
$10,000 West Hollywood, CA
Art Works — Music
To support Stonewall 50, the world premiere of a new choral work in collaboration with the New York City Gay Men's Chorus (NYCGMC) with related community engagement activities.

California Indian Basketweavers Association (aka CIBA)
$20,000 Woodland, CA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Annual Gathering.

Djerassi Resident Artists Program
$35,000 Woodside, CA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support the Playwright's Initiative.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Colorado

Number of Grants: 19  Total Dollar Amount: $320,000

Adams State College
$10,000  Alamosa, CO
Challenge America
To support artist residencies by guest visual art, music, and theater artists working in the rural San Luis Valley in south-central Colorado.

Aspen Santa Fe Ballet
$15,000  Aspen, CO
Art Works — Dance
To support a national tour of dance performances.

EcoArts Connections (aka EcoArts)
$10,000  Boulder, CO
Challenge America
To support a public art project created in collaboration with residents of the San Lazaro Mobile Home Park in Boulder, Colorado.

Breckenridge Creative Arts (aka BreckCreate)
$65,000  Breckenridge, CO
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support the inclusion of contemporary artworks in a series of multidisciplinary festivals, as well a summer exhibition program.

Sprinkle Art Inc. (aka Imagination Celebration)
$35,000  Colorado Springs, CO
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the installation of Portals at sites around Colorado Springs and related programming at Imagination Celebration.

Academic Skills Program
$10,000  Denver, CO
Challenge America
To support a dance festival featuring American street and social dance forms such as hip hop and breakdancing.

Art Students League of Denver
$10,000  Denver, CO
Challenge America
To support the Visiting Artist Series, featuring community arts programming led by visual and multidisciplinary artists.

Central City Opera House Association (aka Central City Opera)
$15,000  Denver, CO
Art Works — Opera

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support a production of *Billy Budd* by Benjamin Britten with related community engagement programming.

**Denver Center for the Performing Arts (aka DCPA)**
$20,000  
Denver, CO  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere of *Last Night and the Night Before*, a new play by Donnetta Lavinia Grays.

**MCA Denver**
$10,000  
Denver, CO  
Art Works — Artist Communities  
To support an artist exchange residency program.

**Museo de las Americas**
$10,000  
Denver, CO  
Challenge America  
To support an exhibition and educational programming featuring work by artist Gaal Cohen.

**Su Teatro (aka Su Teatro Cultural and Performing Arts Center)**
$10,000  
Denver, CO  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the creation and presentation *War of the Flowers*, a new play by Anthony J. Garcia and composer Daniel Valdez.

**University of Denver**
$20,000  
Denver, CO  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support a series of performing arts presentations at the Newman Center.

**Wonderbound**
$10,000  
Denver, CO  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of *Boomtown*, a dance choreographed by Artistic Director Garrett Ammon, featuring an original score by the band Chimney Choir.

**Tethered by Letters (aka TBL)**
$10,000  
Elbert, CO  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the publication and promotion of the journal *F(r)iction*.

**Center for the Arts Evergreen (aka CAE)**
$10,000  
Evergreen, CO  
Challenge America  
To support the Rocky Mountain National Watermedia Exhibition and related workshops and outreach activities.

**Colorado State University (on behalf of Center for Literary Publishing)**
$10,000  
Fort Collins, CO  

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/trends/RecentGrantSearch) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Art Works — Literature
To support the Center for Literary Publishing in the publication and promotion of a new poetry title, as well as the journal the *Colorado Review*.

**Anderson Ranch Arts Foundation**  
$30,000  
Snowmass Village, CO  
Art Works — Artist Communities  
To support an Artists-in-Residence Program and Outreach Program.

**Colorado Dragon Boat Festival**  
$10,000  
Wheat Ridge, CO  
Challenge America  
To support the Colorado Dragon Boat Festival.
**Connecticut**

*Number of Grants: 11  Total Dollar Amount: $279,000*

**Hartford Stage Company, Inc. (aka Hartford Stage)**  
$20,000  Hartford, CT  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *The Engagement Party*, a new play by screenwriter Samuel Baum.

**Judy Dworin Performance Project Inc. (aka JDPP)**  
$20,000  Hartford, CT  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support an arts learning program for incarcerated women at the York Correctional Institution.

**Real Art Ways, Inc.**  
$20,000  Hartford, CT  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support an exhibition series featuring the work of emerging artists.

**Artspace, Inc. (aka Artspace, Inc)**  
$20,000  New Haven, CT  
Art Works — Visual Arts

**Betts, Reginald Dwayne**  
$25,000  New Haven, CT  
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**New Haven International Festival of Arts & Ideas, Inc.**  
$35,000  New Haven, CT  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support the presentation of multidisciplinary artists at the International Festival of Arts & Ideas.

**New Haven Symphony Orchestra, Inc.**  
$20,000  New Haven, CT  
Art Works — Music  
To support a performance and community engagement project commemorating the 80th anniversary of Marian Anderson's April 9, 1939, concert at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C.

**Yale University (on behalf of Yale Repertory Theatre)**  
$30,000  New Haven, CT  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *Cadillac Crew*, a new play by Tori Sampson at the Yale Repertory Theatre.

**Connecticut Lyric Opera, Inc.**  
$24,000  New London, CT  
Art Works — Opera

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
To support the presentation and tour of *The Emperor of Atlantis (Der Kaiser von Atlantis)* by Composer Viktor Ullmann and related community engagement programming.

**Eugene O’Neill Memorial Theater Center, Inc. (aka Eugene O’Neill Theater Center, The O’Neill)**  
$55,000  
Waterford, CT  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the National Playwrights Conference and the National Music Theater Conference.

**University of Saint Joseph**  
$10,000  
West Hartford, CT  
Challenge America  
To support artist residencies, public performances, and outreach activities by selected guest artists.
Delaware

**Number of Grants: 3  Total Dollar Amount: $54,000**

**State Education Agency Directors of Arts Education (aka SEADAE)**

$30,000  Dover, DE

Art Works — Arts Education

To support professional development training for teachers and teaching artists using the National Core Arts Standards as the basis for assessing student learning in the arts.

**Delaware Shakespeare Festival Inc (aka Delaware Shakespeare)**

$10,000  Wilmington, DE

Challenge America

To support a touring production of *Romeo and Juliet*, with related outreach activities. Proposed guest artist Lindsay Smiling will direct the production.

**Opera Delaware, Inc.**

$14,000  Wilmington, DE

Art Works — Opera

To support new productions of a new orchestral reduction of Derrick Wang's *Scalia/Ginsburg* and Gilbert and Sullivan's *Trial by Jury* as part of the annual festival.

---

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/grants/search) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
District of Columbia

**Number of Grants: 34  Total Dollar Amount: $1,080,000**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Society of Landscape Architects Libr and Ed Adv Fund, Inc. (aka ASLA Fund)</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Art Works — Design</td>
<td>To support an exhibition and online educational materials featuring design and planning strategies for building healthy, resilient communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americans for the Arts, Inc.</td>
<td>$75,000</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Art Works — Local Arts Agencies</td>
<td>To support a local arts agency field census and related outreach activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Bridges Across the River (aka THEARC)</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Art Works — Design</td>
<td>To support final design for the 11th Street Bridge Park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choral Arts Society of Washington (aka Choral Arts)</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Art Works — Music</td>
<td>To support the Concert for Students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chorus America Association (aka Chorus America)</td>
<td>$90,000</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Art Works — Music</td>
<td>To support services and technical assistance to the choral field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CityDance Ensemble, Inc. (aka CityDance)</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Art Works — Arts Education</td>
<td>To support dance master classes by professional guest artists for youth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Landscape Foundation (aka TCLF)</td>
<td>$40,000</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Art Works — Design</td>
<td>To support an online exhibition <em>What's Out There: The Landscape Architecture Legacy of Frederick Law Olmsted</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance Institute of Washington (aka DIW)</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Challenge America</td>
<td>To support dance training and performances presented in partnership with the International Association of Blacks in Dance in Washington, D.C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent-grants.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
$100,000  Washington, DC
Art Works — Dance
To support Dance/USA's core programs, including the Institute for Leadership Training (ILT), national research initiatives, and a dance archiving education program.

Day Eight
$10,000  Washington, DC
Challenge America
To support the D.C. Poet Project, including a series of poetry readings, open mic events, a poetry competition, and related outreach in the Anacostia neighborhood of Washington, D.C.

DC Jazz Festival
$30,000  Washington, DC
Art Works — Music
To support musical performances as well as educational activities and audience engagement events during the DC Jazz Festival.

Edlavitch Jewish Community Center of Washington DC (aka Theater J) (on behalf of Theater J)
$10,000  Washington, DC
Art Works — Theater
To support Theater J's world premiere production of a new translation of *The Jewish Queen Lear (Mirele Efros)* by Jacob Gordin.

Environmental Film Festival in the Nation's Capital (aka DC Environmental Film Festival)
$20,000  Washington, DC
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 2019 DC Environmental Film Festival and related public programming.

Ford's Theatre Society (aka Ford’s Theatre)
$20,000  Washington, DC
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of *Twelve Angry Men*, adapted for the stage by Sherman L. Sergel from the Emmy Award-winning teleplay by Reginald Rose.

Housing Assistance Council (aka HAC)
$20,000  Washington, DC
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support an exhibition series featuring work by the photographer George Ballis (1925-2010).

John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts (aka The Kennedy Center)
$65,000  Washington, DC
Art Works — Music
To support jazz concerts as part of the performance series The Human Journey.

Landscape Architecture Foundation (aka LAF)
$25,000  Washington, DC
Art Works — Design
To support LAF's Case Study Investigation (CSI) program.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endow.gov) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Levine Music, Inc.
$15,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Arts Education
To support First Music, free music instruction for young children.

National Building Museum
$30,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Design
To support the exhibition Dancing on the Wall: BANDALOOP Brings Architecture to Life.

National New Play Network, Ltd. (aka NNPN)
$50,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Theater
To support the Rolling World Premieres program.

National Symphony Orchestra Association of Washington, DC
$25,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Music
To support musician salaries for a performance project of contemporary orchestral music.

National Trust for Historic Preservation in the United States (aka National Trust for Historic Preservation)
$30,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Design
To support The Ethics of Dust: Lyndhurst project, in Tarrytown, New York.

Opera Lafayette
$25,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Opera
To support a fully staged co-production of La Susanna by Composer Alessandro Stradella and libretto by Giovanni Battista Giardini with Heartbeat Opera in New York.

Post-Classical Ensemble, Inc. (aka PostClassical Ensemble)
$30,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Music
To support the Whitman/Herrmann Celebration, a performance project celebrating the 200th birthday anniversary of American poet Walt Whitman.

Shakespeare Theatre (aka Shakespeare Theatre Company)
$30,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of William Shakespeare's Richard III.

Step Afrika! USA Incorporated
$25,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Black History Month Tour.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval.
Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Studio Theatre, Inc.
$35,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of Queen of Basel, a new play by Hilary Bettis, directed by José Zayas.

Vocal Arts Society (aka Vocal Arts DC)
$10,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Music
To support a vocal recital project.

Washington Chorus, Inc. (aka The Washington Chorus)
$15,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Music
To support the DC Honor Chorus program.

Washington Concert Opera (aka WCO)
$20,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Opera
To support a concert opera production of Zelmira by Composer Gioachino Rossini and Librettist Andrea Leone Tottola.

Washington Drama Society, Inc. (aka Arena Stage)
$40,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of JQA, a new play by Aaron Posner at Arena Stage.

Washington National Opera (aka WNO)
$50,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Opera
To support performances of Eugene Onegin by composer Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky.

Washington Performing Arts Society (aka Washington Performing Arts)
$10,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Music
To support a music presenting project.

Woolly Mammoth Theatre Company
$35,000 Washington, DC
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of BLKS by poet and playwright Aziza Barnes, directed by Nataki Garrett.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Florida

Number of Grants: 24   Total Dollar Amount: $540,000

Arca Images, Inc. (aka Arca)
$10,000       Coral Gables, FL
Art Works — Theater
To support the U.S. premiere of Estaba en casa y esperaba que llegara la lluvia (I Was at Home Waiting for the Rain) by Jean-Luc Lagarce.

Coral Gables Cinemateque, Inc. (aka Coral Gables Art Cinema)
$15,000       Coral Gables, FL
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the presentation of several curated film series for children and youth in South Florida.

Hermitage Artist Retreat, Inc.
$30,000       Englewood, FL
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support artist residencies.

Amelia Island Chamber Music Festival, Inc (aka AICMF)
$10,000       Fernandina Beach, FL
Challenge America
To support music education programs for youth. Proposed guest artists, pianists Elizabeth Pridgen and Julie Coucheron and violinist David Coucheron, will provide a series of strings classes culminating in a recital performance.

Fort Lauderdale Historical Society (aka History Fort Lauderdale, Fort Lauderdale History Center)
$10,000       Fort Lauderdale, FL
Challenge America
To support a series of exhibitions and associated community events with local artists.

Performing Arts Center Authority (aka Broward Center for the Performing Arts)
$10,000       Fort Lauderdale, FL
Art Works — Dance
To support a multi-day presentation of the Paul Taylor American Dance Company.

City of Jacksonville, Florida
$10,000       Jacksonville, FL
Art Works — Music
To support the Jacksonville Jazz Festival.

Living Arts Trust, Inc. (aka O Cinema)
$15,000       Miami, FL
Art Works — Media Arts
To support community engagement programs associated with film screenings presented at O Cinema, an independent art-house cinema.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Locust Projects Inc
$20,000 Miami, FL
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support newly commissioned installations and temporary public art projects by emerging and nationally recognized artists developed during residencies in Miami.

Miami Dade College (aka MDC)
$30,000 Miami, FL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a multidisciplinary presenting series.

National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts, Inc. (aka YoungArts)
$25,000 Miami, FL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support an artist residency program at YoungArts.

FUNDarte, Inc.
$30,000 Miami Beach, FL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support Out in the Tropics, a contemporary performing arts series.

Miami City Ballet, Inc.
$50,000 Miami Beach, FL
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation of George Balanchine’s *The Four Temperaments*.

New World Symphony, Inc.
$60,000 Miami Beach, FL
Art Works — Music
To support the professional musician development program.

South Florida Art Center, Inc. (aka ArtCenter/South Florida)
$25,000 Miami Beach, FL
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a residency program and related activities for contemporary artists.

Atlantic Center for the Arts, Inc.
$25,000 New Smyrna Beach, FL
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support the Artist-in-Residence Program and a teen music residency.

Opa-locka Community Development Corporation, Inc.
$30,000 Opa-locka, FL
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a public art planning process that will connect contemporary African-American visual artists with the community of Opa-locka.

University of Central Florida (aka UCF)

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov) for additional project details for NEA grants.
$50,000    Orlando, FL
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a program providing a series of visual arts courses and workshops for incarcerated men in multiple facilities in Central Florida.

Pensacola Opera, Inc.
$15,000    Pensacola, FL
Art Works — Opera
To support a new production of Florencia en el Amazonas (Florencia in the Amazon) by Composer Daniel Catán and Librettist Marcela Fuentes-Berain.

First Coast Opera, Inc.
$10,000    Saint Augustine, FL
Challenge America
To support music performances celebrating work by early African-American opera singers.

Circus Sarasota, Inc. (aka Circus Sarasota, Inc.)
$10,000    Sarasota, FL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support an educational program connecting the sciences and circus arts.

Thomas Armour Youth Ballet Inc.
$25,000    SOUTH MIAMI, FL
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a dance education program for youth.

St Petersburg Arts Alliance
$15,000    St Petersburg, FL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the St. Petersburg Festival of the Arts.

VSA Florida (aka VSAFL)
$10,000    Tampa, FL
Challenge America
To support a series of aerial circus performances and workshops featuring guest artists, Extraordinary Bodies.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Georgia

Number of Grants: 23  Total Dollar Amount: $430,000

Sunderlin, Jacob
$25,000  Athens, GA
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Atlanta BeltLine Partnership
$10,000  Atlanta, GA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the creation of public art on the Atlanta BeltLine.

Atlanta Jewish Film Society, Inc. (aka Atlanta Jewish Film Festival)
$20,000  Atlanta, GA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 19th annual Atlanta Jewish Film Festival and associated public programming.

Atlanta Opera
$20,000  Atlanta, GA
Art Works — Opera
To support a new production of Dead Man Walking by Composer Jake Heggie and Librettist Terrence McNally with related community engagement programming.

Atlanta Shakespeare Company (aka Shakespeare Tavern)
$20,000  Atlanta, GA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a Shakespeare theater training program for youth from underserved communities.

C4 Atlanta Inc
$15,000  Atlanta, GA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support Ignite, a professional development program for artists.

Dashboard Co-op Inc (aka Dashboard US)
$20,000  Atlanta, GA
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a series of site-specific art installations in various U.S. cities.

Horizon Theatre Company, Inc.
$20,000  Atlanta, GA
Art Works — Theater
To support the New South Young Playwrights Festival.

Independent Media Artists of GA, Etc. Inc. (aka Atlanta Film Society)
$20,000  Atlanta, GA
Art Works — Media Arts

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support Atlanta Film Society’s 43rd annual Atlanta Film Festival and related public programming dedicated to showcasing the work of filmmakers across a variety of genres and promoting the craft of filmmaking.

**Kaminsky, Ilya**
$25,000  Atlanta, GA  
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Museum of Contemporary Art of Georgia, Inc. (aka MOCA GA)**
$45,000  Atlanta, GA  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the Working Artist Project, a residency program for artists in Georgia.

**Museum of Design Atlanta, Inc. (aka MODA)**
$25,000  Atlanta, GA  
Art Works — Design  
To support the exhibition *Wire & Wood: Creating Iconic Guitars.*

**National Black Arts Festival, Inc. (aka NBAF)**
$15,000  Atlanta, GA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support dance programming for students as part of the Move/Dance! program in partnership with Atlanta Public Schools.

**Robert W. Woodruff Arts Center, Inc. (on behalf of Alliance Theatre)**
$30,000  Atlanta, GA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the Alliance Theatre’s National Graduate Playwriting Competition.

**Seven Stages, Inc. (aka 7 Stages)**
$10,000  Atlanta, GA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the development of a new theatrical experience, Human Encounters.

**Georgia Mountain Storytelling Festival, Inc. (aka GMSF)**
$10,000  Blairsville, GA  
Challenge America  
To support the annual Georgia Mountain Storytelling Festival.

**Columbus Philharmonic Guild, Inc. (aka Columbus Symphony Orchestra)**
$10,000  Columbus, GA  
Art Works — Music  
To support education programs for school students.

**Marcus Jewish Community Center of Atlanta, Inc. (aka MJCCA)**
$10,000  Dunwoody, GA  
Challenge America  
To support an inclusive theatrical production involving guest artist Geoffrey “Googie” Uterhardt.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/research/recentgrantsearch.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.
Morgan County Foundation, Inc. (aka MadisonMorgan Cultural Center)
$10,000 Madison, GA
Challenge America
To support the Madison Chamber Music Festival and associated engagement activities.

Atlanta Chinese Dance Company
$10,000 Norcross, GA
Challenge America
To support an original Chinese dance production, with related outreach activities.

Serenbe Institute for Art, Culture and the Environment
$10,000 Palmetto, GA
Challenge America
To support a series of storytelling workshops and performances led by storyteller J’Miah Nabawi.

Savannah Music Festival, Inc.
$40,000 Savannah, GA
Art Works — Music
To support the annual Savannah Music Festival.

Paradise Garden Foundation Inc (aka Paradise Garden)
$10,000 Summerville, GA
Challenge America
To support the annual Finster Fest, a folk art festival honoring the work of artist Howard Finster, and associated educational activities.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Hawaii

Number of Grants: 5   Total Dollar Amount: $120,000

Hawaii International Film Festival (aka HIFF)
$20,000   Honolulu, HI
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 39th Hawaii International Film Festival and associated public programming dedicated to promoting cultural exchange between Asia, the Pacific, and North America through cinema.

Honolulu Theatre for Youth
$35,000   Honolulu, HI
Art Works — Theater
To support the development and production of Home of the Brave, a new play by Lee Cataluna.

Moanalua Gardens Foundation, Inc. (aka MGF)
$30,000   Honolulu, HI
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Prince Lot Hula Festival.

PA'I Foundation
$20,000   Honolulu, HI
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residencies for Native artists.

University of Hawaii at Manoa
$15,000   Honolulu, HI
Art Works — Dance
To support the Asia Pacific Dance Festival.
Idaho

Number of Grants: 2   Total Dollar Amount: $40,000

Festival Dance & Performing Arts Association, Inc. (aka Festival Dance)
$15,000   Moscow, ID
Art Works — Dance
To support the Festival Dance Youthreach Project, an educational outreach program with professional dance companies in rural communities.

Sun Valley Center for the Arts and Humanities, Inc. (aka The Center)
$25,000   Sun Valley, ID
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the exhibition Great Basin and an accompanying catalogue and video production.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Illinois

**Number of Grants: 53  Total Dollar Amount: $1,360,000**

**3Arts, Inc**
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residencies and related activities for artists with disabilities.

**American Indian Center, Inc.**
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Challenge America
To support the Chicago Powwow, an annual event featuring intertribal powwow songs and dances along with contemporary music performances.

**Assitej/USA, Incorporated (aka Theatre for Young Audiences USA (TYA/USA))**
$35,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support the 2019 Theatre for Young Audiences/USA National Festival & Conference.

**Chicago A Cappella**
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Music
To support Cantaré Chicago, a composer residency program in area schools.

**Chicago Architecture Biennial Inc. (aka Chicago Architecture Biennial)**
$50,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Design
To support community-based programming for the 2019 Chicago Architecture Biennial.

**Chicago Architecture Foundation (aka Chicago Architecture Center)**
$40,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Design
To support Open House Chicago (OHC), a free, citywide event that offers public access to rarely visited places and architecturally significant spaces throughout greater Chicago.

**Chicago Children’s Theatre**
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of *The Watsons Go To Birmingham – 1963*, a new play adapted by playwright Cheryl L. West from the award-winning book by Christopher Paul Curtis.

**Chicago Human Rhythm Project (aka CHRP or Rhythm Project)**
$20,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Dance
To support the annual Stomping Grounds and Rhythm World festivals, and a national tour.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/artsgain/GrantSearch.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Chicago International Film Festival Inc. Cinema-Chicago (aka Cinema/Chicago OR Chicago International Film)
$35,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 55th Chicago International Film Festival's community engagement programs such as free screenings, panels, workshops, and master classes open to the public, as well as a series of screenings for Chicago-area public school students accompany.

Chicago Opera Theater
$30,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Opera
To support the Chicago premiere production of Moby-Dick by Jake Heggie with related community engagement programming.

Chicago Sinfonietta, Inc.
$20,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Music
To support an orchestral concert in tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr., with related community engagement activities.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra (on behalf of Civic Orchestra of Chicago)
$50,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Music
To support professional development training for pre-professional musicians of the Civic Orchestra of Chicago.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra
$65,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Music
To support a series of concerts with related educational activities.

Chicago Theatre Group, Inc. (aka Goodman Theatre)
$50,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support the Goodman Theatre’s world premiere of Lottery Day, a new play by Ike Holter.

Columbia College Chicago
$20,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Dance
To support dance presentations and residencies at The Dance Center of Columbia College Chicago.

Eighth Blackbird Performing Arts Association (aka Eighth Blackbird)
$20,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Music
To support the Blackbird Creative Lab, a training program for instrumentalists and composers.

Experimental Sound Studio (aka ESS)
$10,000 Chicago, IL

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support the Outer Ear Residency program.

Facets Multimedia Incorporated (aka Facets)
$25,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Chicago International Children's Film Festival and related festival programs for children.

Free Street Programs, Inc. (aka Free Street Theater)
$10,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support the development and production of Still/Here: A Manifesto for Survival, a series of free outdoor community performance pieces to celebrate the Free Street Theater's 50th anniversary.

Free Write Arts & Literacy NFP (aka Free Write)
$30,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Arts Education
To support multidisciplinary arts workshops for Chicago students who are incarcerated in the Cook County Juvenile Temporary Detention Center (CCJTD).

High Concept Laboratories NFP
$15,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support an artist residency program and a related festival.

Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, Inc.
$15,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Dance
To support the premiere of new works by Hubbard Street Dance Chicago.

Hyde Park Jazz Festival
$15,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Music
To support concert performances, commissions, and other activities at the Hyde Park Jazz Festival.

Ingenuity Incorporated Chicago (aka Ingenuity)
$100,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a collective impact project for the continued implementation and coordination of the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) Arts Education Plan.

Instituto Cervantes of Chicago, Inc.
$20,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Chicago Flamenco Festival.

International Latino Cultural Center of Chicago (aka INTERNATIONAL LATINO CULTURAL CENTER)
$20,000 Chicago, IL

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 35th Chicago Latino Film Festival and associated public programming, including a free matinee series for Chicago-area students.

International Music Foundation
$20,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Music
To support the Dame Myra Hess Memorial Concerts, Rush Hour Concerts, and Make Music Chicago.

Intuit: The Center for Intuitive and Outsider Art (aka Intuit)
$15,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Museums
To support an archival project to catalogue and preserve the contents of the one-room residence of internationally renowned outsider artist, Henry Darger (1892-1973).

Joffrey Ballet
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation and related activities of a new ballet by choreographer Yuri Possokhov.

Kuumba Lynx
$25,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Chicago Hip Hop Theater Festival.

Lyric Opera of Chicago (aka Lyric Opera or Lyric)
$85,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Opera
To support a new production of Götterdämmerung by Richard Wagner and presentations of the complete Ring cycle with related community engagement programming.

Maplewood Housing for the Visually Impaired (aka Friedman Place)
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Challenge America
To support a collaboration between a sound artist and blind weavers to create a woven art piece for exhibition

Midnight Circus in the Parks
$20,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the creation and presentation of circus arts.

Pegasus Theatre Chicago (aka Pegasus Theatre)
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support the Young Playwrights Festival.

Puerto Rican Arts Alliance

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the presentation of new visual arts and music commissions.

**Red Clay Dance Company**
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Dance
To support the creation and presentation of *The Art of Resilience 2.0*, a site-specific dance work choreographed by Vershawn Sanders-Ward.

**Rollins, Alison C.**
$25,000  Chicago, IL
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Skyart NFP (aka SkyART)**
$20,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a series of art instruction programs for youth.

**Snow City Arts Foundation (aka Snow City Arts)**
$35,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Arts Education
To support arts education programs for children and youth in hospitals.

**Steppenwolf Theatre Company**
$50,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of *Ms. Blakk for President* by ensemble members Tina Landau and Tarell Alvin McCraney.

**Storycatchers Theatre (aka Storycatchers)**
$40,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a post-release performing arts jobs program for court-involved youth.

**Third Coast Percussion NFP**
$25,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Music
To support the creation and performance of a new work in collaboration with composer and music educator Danny Clay.

**TimeLine Theatre Company**
$10,000  Chicago, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support the production of *Too Heavy for Your Pocket*, a play by Jiréh Breon Holder.

**University of Chicago**
$20,000  Chicago, IL

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Art Works — Music
To support the Music Without Borders concert series and community outreach.

Victory Gardens Theater (aka Victory Gardens; VGT)
$20,000 Chicago, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of *Cambodian Rock Band* by Lauren Yee.

Clark, Tiana
$25,000 Edwardsville, IL
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Northwestern University (on behalf of Mary and Leigh Block Museum)
$50,000 Evanston, IL
Art Works — Museums
To support the traveling exhibition *Caravans of Gold, Fragments in Time: Art, Culture, and Medieval Trans-Saharan Exchange* and an accompanying catalogue, organized by the Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art.

Knox College
$10,000 Galesburg, IL
Challenge America
To support the annual Knox-Rootabaga Jazz Festival and related educational programs.

Ragdale Foundation
$15,000 Lake Forest, IL
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support artist residencies and related activities.

Bodhrán, Ahimsa Timoteo
$25,000 Naperville, IL
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Trickster Art Gallery (aka Trickster Gallery)
$10,000 Schaumburg, IL
Challenge America
To support an exhibition of visual artwork by Native American veteran artists.

Northlight Theatre, Inc.
$15,000 Skokie, IL
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of *Landladies*, a new play by Sharyn Rothstein.

Governors State University (aka GSU) (on behalf of Governors State University Center for Performing Arts)
$15,000 University Park, IL
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
To support the Made in Chicago presenting series at the Governors State University Center for Performing Arts.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Indiana

*Number of Grants: 11  Total Dollar Amount: $215,000*

**Custer, Rachel**
$25,000  Albion, IN  
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**American Cello Institute, Inc.**
$10,000  Bloomington, IN  
Challenge America
To support a free music festival featuring concert performances by the International Chamber Orchestra of Puerto Rico, and related outreach at venues throughout Puerto Rico.

**Lotus Education and Arts Foundation, Inc.**
$35,000  Bloomington, IN  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Lotus World Music and Arts Festival.

**Matejka, Adrian**
$25,000  Bloomington, IN  
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Society for Ethnomusicology, Inc.**
$15,000  Bloomington, IN  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support conferences about public and applied ethnomusicology.

**University of Saint Francis**
$25,000  Fort Wayne, IN  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Jesters performing arts program.

**Indiana Repertory Theatre, Inc. (aka IRT)**
$20,000  Indianapolis, IN  
Art Works — Theater
To support the commissioning and development of Finding Home: Indianapolis at 200, a new devised theater piece with music.

**Indianapolis Museum of Art (aka Newfields)**
$30,000  Indianapolis, IN  
Art Works — Museums
To support Newfields' Year of Japan, a series of exhibitions of Japanese paintings, prints, fashion, Noh masks, and Samurai armor.

**Young Audiences of Indiana, Inc. (aka Arts for Learning)**
$10,000  Indianapolis, IN  
Challenge America

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/arts/research/recent-grants.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
To support a series of educational workshops that will culminate with the fabrication and installation of public art.

**South Bend Symphony Orchestra Association Inc (aka SBSO)**
$10,000  
South Bend, IN
Challenge America
To support the annual MLK Day Celebration Concert and associated outreach activities, featuring cellist Levi Powe.

**Indiana State University**
$10,000  
Terre Haute, IN
Art Works — Music
To support composer and musicians' fees for the annual Contemporary Music Festival.
Iowa

Number of Grants: 3  Total Dollar Amount: $40,000

Cedar Rapids Opera Theatre
$15,000  Cedar Rapids, IA
Art Works — Opera
To support the premiere of chamber operas based on the paintings of Cedar Rapids native Grant Wood with related community engagement programming.

Quad City Symphony Orchestra Association
$10,000  Davenport, IA
Challenge America
To support a performance and educational programming by the Kaia String Quartet.

Des Moines Metro Opera, Inc.
$15,000  Indianola, IA
Art Works — Opera
To support the Opera Iowa Educational Touring Troupe.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Kansas

Number of Grants: 2    Total Dollar Amount: $50,000

University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc. (on behalf of Spencer Museum of Art)
$40,000        Lawrence, KS
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition knowledges and its related activities, programming, and publication, organized by the Spencer Museum of Art.

Chamber Music At The Barn, Inc. (aka CMATB)
$10,000        Maize, KS
Challenge America
To support a chamber music performance and related education and outreach activities.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Kentucky

Number of Grants: 13  Total Dollar Amount: $305,000

Community Arts Center
$10,000  Danville, KY
Challenge America
To support a mosaic public art project, and related outreach activities.

Josephine Sculpture Park Inc.
$10,000  Frankfort, KY
Challenge America
To support a multidisciplinary arts festival featuring outdoor sculptures and associated outreach events.

Blue Grass Community Foundation
$45,000  Lexington, KY
Art Works — Design
To support schematic design for Town Branch Park.

Central Music Academy, Inc.
$10,000  Lexington, KY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the expansion of a program providing free music instruction for youth.

Living Arts & Science Center
$10,000  Lexington, KY
Challenge America
To support multidisciplinary artist residencies and outreach activities with Squallis Puppeteers and Mecca Dance Studio.

Actors Theatre of Louisville, Inc. (aka Actors Theatre)
$50,000  Louisville, KY
Art Works — Theater
To support the 43rd Humana Festival of New American Plays.

Petrosino, Courteney (aka Kiki Petrosino)
$25,000  Louisville, KY
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Sarabande Books, Inc.
$40,000  Louisville, KY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of books of short fiction, essays, and poetry.

Wilson, Keith S.
$25,000  Villa Hills, KY
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Appalshop, Inc. (on behalf of Appalachian Media Institute AMI)
$25,000    Whitesburg, KY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the Appalachian Media Institute's Summer Documentary Institute, a paid media arts internship program for high school students in rural communities.

Appalshop, Inc. (on behalf of WMMT-FM)
$15,000    Whitesburg, KY
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support WMMT-FM's preservation and promotion of musical traditions and women's stories of the Appalachian coalfields.

Appalshop, Inc.
$15,000    Whitesburg, KY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support preservation, exhibition, and public engagement costs for a documentary film exploring Appalachian politics, stereotypes, and cultural history.

Appalshop, Inc. (on behalf of Roadside Theater)
$25,000    Whitesburg, KY
Art Works — Theater
To support the development of Theater Building Community, a web-based platform to support the development of community-based plays by Roadside Theater and partner organizations.
Louisiana

Number of Grants: 17  Total Dollar Amount: $520,000

La. A+ Schools, Inc. (aka LAA+)
$55,000  Baton Rouge, LA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support LAA+’s professional development program for educators in rural schools in Louisiana.

Lafayette City Parish Consolidated Government
$20,000  Lafayette, LA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support the CREATE (Culture, Recreation, Entertainment, Arts, Tourism, Economy) Initiative, an arts-focused economic development strategy.

Louisiana Folk Roots
$20,000  Lafayette, LA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Dewey Balfa Cajun & Creole Heritage Week.

Arts Council of New Orleans
$75,000  New Orleans, LA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support LUNA Fete, an annual illumination festival.

Contemporary Arts Center (aka CAC)
$25,000  New Orleans, LA
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the exhibition Hinge Picture, Memory Images.

Dancing Grounds
$15,000  New Orleans, LA
Art Works — Dance
To support dance residencies for students.

Ella Project
$30,000  New Orleans, LA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support professional development and pro bono legal services for artists and arts organizations.

Friends of A Studio in the Woods
$15,000  New Orleans, LA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support multidisciplinary artist residencies.

Kid Smart (aka KID smART)
$40,000  New Orleans, LA
Art Works — Arts Education

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support artist residencies and professional development training in arts integrated instruction.

**Loyola University New Orleans**
$10,000       New Orleans, LA  
Challenge America  
To support a performance by classical Indian dance ensemble Ragamala, with related outreach activities.

**New Orleans Airlift Inc. (aka The Music Box)**
$35,000       New Orleans, LA  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support the creation and presentation of *Rites of Return: A Homecoming Drill and Ceremony*.

**New Orleans Ballet Association (aka NOBA)**
$45,000       New Orleans, LA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of dance companies and related education and engagement programs.

**New Orleans Film and Video Festival, Inc. (aka New Orleans Film Society)**
$30,000       New Orleans, LA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support community engagement programming associated with the 2019 New Orleans Film Festival and dedicated to building a vibrant film culture in the Gulf South.

**New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Foundation, Inc.**
$35,000       New Orleans, LA  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support Crescent City Blues & BBQ Festival.

**Press Street (aka Antenna)**
$10,000       New Orleans, LA  
Art Works — Artist Communities  
To support Antenna’s Paper Machine residency program and educational activities.

**Southern Rep (aka Southern Rep Theatre)**
$10,000       New Orleans, LA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the production of *Azul* by Christina Quintana in partnership with the Saints and Sinners Literary Festival.

**Tulane University**
$50,000       New Orleans, LA  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support *American Routes Live*.  

---

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.arts.gov/grant-search) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Maine

Number of Grants: 11  Total Dollar Amount: $205,000

Engine, Inc.
$10,000  Biddeford, ME
Challenge America
To support the River Jam Fringe Fest, a one-day performing arts festival held in Biddeford, Maine.

Bowdoin International Music Festival
$10,000  Brunswick, ME
Art Works — Music
To support the Bowdoin International Music Festival.

Points North Institute (aka Camden International Film Festival (CIFF))
$30,000  Camden, ME
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 2019 Camden International Film Festival (CIFF), Points North Forum, and related public programming.

Salt Bay Chamberfest
$15,000  Damariscotta, ME
Art Works — Music
To support the 25th annual Salt Bay Chamberfest.

Eastport Arts Center
$10,000  Eastport, ME
Challenge America
To support a community-based musical theater work produced in partnership with the Passamaquoddy Tribe.

Alice James Poetry Cooperative, Inc. (aka Alice James Books)
$35,000  Farmington, ME
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of new books of poetry.

President and Trustees of Bates College (aka Bates College) (on behalf of Bates Dance Festival)
$40,000  Lewiston, ME
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation of contemporary dance at the Bates Dance Festival.

Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture, Inc.
$20,000  Madison, ME
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residencies for emerging artists working primarily in painting and sculpture.

Portland Opera Repertory Theatre (aka Opera Maine (formerly PORTopera))
$10,000  Portland, ME

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Art Works — Opera
To support Opera Maine's new production of *The Magic Flute* by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Librettist Emanuel Schikaneder, and related community events.

**Portland Stage Company, Inc. (aka Portland Stage)**
$15,000    Portland, ME
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere of *The Half-Light* by Monica Wood.

**Seal Bay Festival**
$10,000    Vinalhaven, ME
Art Works — Music
To support the annual Seal Bay Festival.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://www.arts.endowment.gov/grants/recent) for additional project details for NEA grants.
Maryland

Number of Grants: 16   Total Dollar Amount: $430,000

Center Stage Associates, Inc. (aka Baltimore Center Stage)
$40,000            Baltimore, MD
Art Works — Theater
To support the Baltimore Center Stage's BCS Mobile Unit, which will tour a professional production of Sophocles' Antigone to diverse community audiences.

Fell's Point Creative Alliance, Inc. (aka Creative Alliance)
$25,000            Baltimore, MD
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Artesanas Mexicanas apprenticeship program at the Creative Alliance.

Greater Baltimore Cultural Alliance, Inc
$20,000            Baltimore, MD
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Urban Arts Leadership Program.

Johns Hopkins University
$25,000            Baltimore, MD
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Extreme Arts program, a collaboration between Johns Hopkins University and the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA).

Maryland Institute (aka Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA))
$30,000            Baltimore, MD
Art Works — Design
To support a printmaking residency, exhibition, and related programming utilizing MICA's Globe Collection and Press.

Wide Angle Youth Media, Inc.
$10,000            Baltimore, MD
Art Works — Arts Education
To support Baltimore Speaks Out, a media arts education program for youth.

Young Audiences of Maryland, Inc. (aka Young Audiences Arts for Learning Maryland)
$100,000            Baltimore, MD
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the Arts Empowered Minds Initiative (AEMI), a collective impact project.

Radio Bilingue Dance Incorporated (aka Kalanidhi Dance)
$10,000            Bethesda, MD
Art Works — Dance
To support the second phase of the creation of Bhoomi (Earth), an original dance that explores humanity's complex and evolving relationship with the earth, drawing inspiration from an ancient Hindu hymn to mother earth, Bhoomi Suktam.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
**Bowie State University**
$10,000     Bowie, MD
Art Works — Theater
To support the development of *Other People’s Stories: Dialogues Across Distance and Difference*, a new play inspired by conversations between college students at Bowie State University and Kent State University who are training to become teachers.

**Enterprise Community Partners, Inc. (aka Enterprise)**
$30,000     Columbia, MD
Art Works — Design
To support the Affordable Housing Design Leadership Institute (AHDLI).

**Washington County Museum of Fine Arts (aka WCMFA)**
$10,000     Hagerstown, MD
Art Works — Museums
To support Polished and Primed Portfolios, a series of free classes for middle school students designed to provide portfolio development and enhancement of observation and technical art skills.

**National Philharmonic Orchestra & Chorale of Montgomery County, Inc.**
$10,000     North Bethesda, MD
Challenge America
To support a series of school-based community concerts and educational activities featuring guitarist Mark Edwards.

**Arts and Humanities Council of Montgomery County (aka AHCMC)**
$25,000     Silver Spring, MD
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support the Montgomery County Contemporary Works on Paper Collection.

**National Council for the Traditional Arts (aka NCTA)**
$65,000     Silver Spring, MD
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the National Folk Festival in Salisbury, Maryland.

**Towson University**
$10,000     Towson, MD
Art Works — Dance
To support dance education programming for youth through AileyCamp Baltimore.

**Olney Theatre Corporation (aka Olney Theatre Center)**
$10,000     Wheaton, MD
Art Works — Theater
To support the American premiere production of *Oil* by Ella Hickson.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/recent-grants) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Massachusetts

Number of Grants: 40   Total Dollar Amount: $1,085,000

Arts Are Essential, Inc.
$20,000    Acton, MA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the creation of animation components for The Forgotten Kingdom performance project.

Massachusetts Review (aka The Massachusetts Review)
$10,000    Amherst, MA
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of an anthology of international writing.

Trustees of Amherst College (on behalf of Folger Shakespeare Library)
$25,000    Amherst, MA
Art Works — Theater
To support Folger Theatre's production of Nell Gwynn, a new play by Jessica Swale.

Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival, Inc. (aka The Pillow)
$90,000    Becket, MA
Art Works — Dance
To support presentations and creative development and research for dance artists at The Pillow.

Boston Ballet, Inc.
$50,000    Boston, MA
Art Works — Dance
To support Full On Forsythe, a repertory evening of dance works by William Forsythe.

Boston Baroque, Inc.
$15,000    Boston, MA
Art Works — Opera
To support a period-instrument production of L'incoronazione di Poppea (The Coronation of Poppea) by Claudio Monteverdi with related community engagement programming.

Boston Center for the Arts, Inc.
$20,000    Boston, MA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support an artist residency program for dance.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Inc.
$75,000    Boston, MA
Art Works — Music
To support the world premiere performances of works by composers Thomas Adès and Sebastian Currier with related community engagement activities.

Boston University (on behalf of Boston University Tanglewood Institute)
$20,000    Boston, MA

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the Tanglewood Institute’s Young Artists Orchestra and Young Artists Wind Ensemble.

**Boston University (on behalf of AGNI Magazine)**
$15,000  Boston, MA
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of the journal AGNI and related content online.

**Boston Youth Symphony Orchestras, Inc. (aka BYSO)**
$45,000  Boston, MA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the Intensive Community Program, a string instrument training program serving students in Boston communities.

**Design Museum Boston Inc (aka Design Museum Foundation)**
$45,000  Boston, MA
Art Works — Design
To support a publication Bespoke Bodies: The Design and Craft of Prosthetics.

**Emerson College (on behalf of Ploughshares)**
$10,000  Boston, MA
Art Works — Literature
To support payments to writers, editorial salary costs, and the printing of the journal Ploughshares.

**Handel & Haydn Society**
$45,000  Boston, MA
Art Works — Music
To support a semi-staged production of Purcell's opera Dido and Aeneas and lesser-known works with related community engagement programming.

**Huntington Theatre Company, Inc.**
$30,000  Boston, MA
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of Indecent by Paula Vogel.

**Institute of Contemporary Art (aka The Institute of Contemporary Art/Boston)**
$40,000  Boston, MA
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition Huma Bhabha.

**MASS Design Group LTD**
$20,000  Boston, MA
Art Works — Design
To support an exhibition and community design workshops to change perceptions of Poughkeepsie's Fall Kill Creek.

**Project STEP, Inc.**
$55,000  Boston, MA

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Art Works — Arts Education
To support an intensive string music training program for youth.

**Wang Center for the Performing Arts Inc. (aka Boch Center)**
$20,000 Boston, MA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the Boch Center’s City Spotlights Teen Leadership Program, an arts-based work-study program.

**American Repertory Theatre (aka American Repertory Theater)**
$30,000 Cambridge, MA
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support the world premiere of *American Music*, a new musical with book and lyrics by Jane Mendelsohn and music by Ellis Ludwig-Leone.

**Community Art Center, Inc.**
$35,000 Cambridge, MA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support an arts education program for youth.

**Yard, Inc. (aka The Yard)**
$30,000 Chilmark, MA
Art Works — Dance
To support YARD ARTS’ artist research residencies and related community education and engagement activities.

**Vigorous Interventions in Ongoing Natural Settings, Inc. (aka VISIONS)**
$10,000 Dorchester, MA
Challenge America
To support a series of free jazz concerts and community art activities featuring The Makanda Project.

**Fitchburg Art Museum**
$25,000 Fitchburg, MA
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition *Fire and Light: Otto Piene's Groton 1983-2014* and an accompanying catalogue.

**Young at Heart Chorus, Incorporated**
$10,000 Florence, MA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support Crossroads, a collaboration with the Chicago Children’s Choir.

**Community Adolescent Resources and Education Center (aka The Care Center)**
$10,000 Holyoke, MA
Challenge America
To support a series of readings and artist talks by poets and writers, developed in collaboration with the Smith College Poetry Center.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
A Far Cry  
$10,000 Jamaica Plain, MA  
Art Works — Music  
To support a series of concerts and related community engagement activities that highlight American artists.

BalletRox, Inc.  
$20,000 Jamaica Plain, MA  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support a community dance program for youth from underserved communities.

DeCordova & Dana Museum & Park (aka DeCordova Sculpture Park and Museum)  
$35,000 Lincoln, MA  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the exhibition and catalogue, *Visionary New England*.

Raw Art Works, Inc. (aka RAW)  
$35,000 Lynn, MA  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support a media arts education program for youth.

New Bedford Fishing Heritage Center  
$20,000 New Bedford, MA  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support a year-long series of presentations, exhibits, and artist residencies celebrating the expressive culture of New Bedford's maritime community.

Zeiterion Theatre, Inc. (aka The Z)  
$10,000 New Bedford, MA  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support a multidisciplinary performing arts series.

Chen, Chen  
$25,000 Newton, MA  
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art Foundation, Inc. (aka MASS MoCA)  
$30,000 North Adams, MA  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the commissioning of two new works by artists Trenton Doyle Hancock (b. 1974) and Cauleen Smith (b. 1967) at MASS MoCA.

Tupelo Press, Inc.  
$20,000 North Adams, MA  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the publication and promotion of books of poetry, essays, and fiction.

Earthdance Creative Living Project, Inc

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/recent/grants.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.
Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.

$20,000 Plainfield, MA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support artists residencies and local community engagement.

Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown, Inc. (aka FAWC)
$20,000 Provincetown, MA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support fellowships for emerging writers and visual artists.

Partners for Youth with Disabilities, Inc. (aka PYD)
$20,000 Somerville, MA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support after-school and summer performing arts workshops and classes for youth.

Music Worcester
$10,000 Worcester, MA
Art Works — Music
To support an artist residency project featuring pianist Simone Dinnerstein.

Worcester Center for Performing Arts (aka The Hanover Theatre for the Performing Arts)
$10,000 Worcester, MA
Challenge America
To support a musical theater performance and related arts education activities for Worcester public high schools.
Michigan

Number of Grants: 19   Total Dollar Amount: $347,500

Lenawee Symphony Orchestra Society (aka Adrian Symphony Orchestra)
$10,000      Adrian, MI
Challenge America
To support music performances and educational opportunities featuring mountain dulcimer player Stephen Seifert.

Ann Arbor Film Festival, Inc.
$20,000      Ann Arbor, MI
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 57th Ann Arbor Film Festival and related public programming dedicated to experimental and avant-garde film.

Kerrytown Concert House, Inc. (aka KCH)
$12,500      Ann Arbor, MI
Art Works — Music
To support the Edgefest experimental music festival.

Neutral Zone (aka Ann Arbor Teen Center, Inc.)
$10,000      Ann Arbor, MI
Challenge America
To support a cultural exchange program for youth, including literary workshops and filmmaking.

University Musical Society (aka UMS)
$35,000      Ann Arbor, MI
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support selected performing arts presentations.

Music Center of South Central Michigan (aka The Music Center)
$10,000      Battle Creek, MI
Challenge America
To support a symphonic concert of tango music and related community engagement activities.

Cranbrook Educational Community (aka Cranbrook Art Museum)
$30,000      Bloomfield Hills, MI
Art Works — Design
To support a customizable teaching guide for Architecture Building Communities: Detroit and Beyond, a program designed by the Cranbrook Art Museum and partners to engage youth in the architecture and urban planning process in their community.

Chamber Music Society of Detroit
$20,000      Detroit, MI
Art Works — Music
To support a concert featuring pianist and conductor Leon Fleisher with the Catalyst, Attacca, Harlem and Dover Quartets.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.

**Detroit Symphony Orchestra Hall (aka Detroit Symphony Orchestra)**
$45,000  Detroit, MI  
Art Works — Music  
To support a series of concerts celebrating works by American composers and related community engagement activities.

**Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit (aka MOCAD)**
$25,000  Detroit, MI  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the traveling exhibition *Crossing Night: Art from Southern Africa* and an accompanying catalogue.

**Wayne State University**
$10,000  Detroit, MI  
Challenge America  
To support an exhibition and educational programming by visual artist Shiva Ahmadi.

**El Ballet Folklorico Estudiantil (aka EBFE)**
$10,000  Flint, MI  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support a mariachi music and folkloric dance program.

**Detroit Jazz Festival Foundation (aka Detroit Jazz Fest)**
$30,000  Harper Woods, MI  
Art Works — Music  
To support the Detroit Jazz Festival.

**Irving S. Gilmore International Keyboard Festival (aka The Gilmore)**
$20,000  Kalamazoo, MI  
Art Works — Music  
To support presentations of piano recitals with related educational activities.

**Peckham Vocational Industries, Inc. (aka Peckham)**
$10,000  Lansing, MI  
Challenge America  
To support the commission and fabrication of a large-scale public sculpture celebrating diversity, inclusion, and connectedness.

**Akropolis Quintet Inc. (aka Akropolis Reed Quintet)**
$10,000  Northville, MI  
Art Works — Music  
To support commission fees and salary costs for a contemporary music festival produced by the Akropolis Reed Quintet.

**Ox Bow**
$20,000  Saugatuck, MI  
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support artist residencies for U.S. and international artists.

**Great Lakes Chamber Music Festival Operating Corporation (aka Great Lakes Chamber Music Festival)**  
$10,000  
Southfield, MI  
Art Works — Music  
To support the Shouse Institute, a professional training program for chamber ensembles.

**Writers Series of Traverse City (aka National Writers Series or NWS)**  
$10,000  
Traverse City, MI  
Challenge America  
To support the National Writers Series’ mainstage author events, featuring nationally acclaimed authors representing a variety of literary genres.
Minnesota

Number of Grants: 42  Total Dollar Amount: $1,060,000

Lakes Area Music Festival
$10,000  Brainerd, MN
Art Works — Music
To support the Lakes Area Music Festival.

Saint John's University
$10,000  Collegeville, MN
Challenge America
To support a series of performances and outreach activities intended to reach rural communities of central Minnesota.

Munson, Amy
$25,000  Columbia Heights, MN
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Torres, Michael
$25,000  Mankato, MN
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Ananya Dance Theatre
$10,000  Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Dance
To support Sutraajaal: Revelations of Gossamer by choreographer Ananya Chatterjea.

Art Shanty Projects
$15,000  Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the On-Ice Program.

Artspace Projects, Inc. (aka Artspace)
$50,000  Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Design
To support Immersion: Memphis, a training program for arts and culture organizational leaders to advance their facility and space-related goals.

Cedar Cultural Center, Inc.
$25,000  Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Global Roots Festival.

Children's Theater Company and School (aka Children's Theatre Company)
$75,000  Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Theater
To support the development and production of new theater works for very young audiences.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Coffee House Press
$55,000       Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of new books of fiction and poetry.

Film Society of Minneapolis St. Paul (aka The Film Society of Minneapolis)
$20,000       Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Media Arts
To support community engagement programs associated with the Spotlight on the World program and related public programming at the Minneapolis St. Paul International Film Festival, such as educational activities and free outdoor screenings for all ages.

Friends of the Minnesota Sinfonia (aka MN Sinfonia)
$10,000       Minneapolis, MN
Challenge America
To support family-friendly concerts featuring violinist Francesca Anderegg, with associated outreach activities.

Graywolf Press
$70,000       Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of books of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry.

Guzmán, Roy G.
$25,000       Minneapolis, MN
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Jungle Theatre (aka Jungle Theater)
$10,000       Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of School Girls: Or, The African Mean Girls Play by Ghanaian-American playwright Jocelyn Bioh.

Midway Contemporary Art (aka Midway)
$20,000       Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a solo exhibition series featuring emerging U.S. and international artists.

Milkweed Editions, Inc.
$60,000       Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of books of poetry and nonfiction.

Minneapolis Pops Orchestra Association
$10,000       Minneapolis, MN
Challenge America
To support a series of free concerts tailored to low-income older adults.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Minnesota Opera
$50,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Opera
To support the world premiere and additional performances of The Fix, a new opera by Composer Joel Puckett and Librettist Eric Simonson.

Minnesota Orchestral Association (aka Minnesota Orchestra)
$40,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Music
To support Minnesota Orchestra’s annual professional development project for composers.

Mixed Blood Theatre Company (aka Mixed Blood)
$20,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Theater
To support Drive Through Theater by Ken LaZebnik.

Playwrights' Center, Inc.
$30,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Theater
To support new play development workshops.

Ragamala Dance (aka Ragamala Dance Company)
$20,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation of an evening of dance and music.

Rain Taxi, Inc. (aka Rain Taxi Review of Books)
$10,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of Rain Taxi Review of Books.

Regents of the University of Minnesota (on behalf of Northrop)
$40,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Dance
To support audience engagement activities as part of the Northrop Dance Series.

Regents of the University of Minnesota
$25,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition Harriet Bart: Abracadabra and Other Forms of Protection and an accompanying catalogue.

Theatre Latte-Da (aka Theater Latte Da)
$10,000 Minneapolis, MN
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support the NEXT Generation Commissions, a new commissioning and musical theater development opportunity with a focus on women playwrights and writers of color.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](#) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
VocalEssence  
$35,000  
Minneapolis, MN  
Art Works — Music  
To support the annual WITNESS choral performance project celebrating the contributions of African Americans.

College of Saint Benedict (on behalf of CSB Fine Arts Programming)  
$15,000  
Saint Joseph, MN  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support a multidisciplinary performing arts series at CSB Fine Arts Programming.

American Composers Forum (aka ACF)  
$20,000  
Saint Paul, MN  
Art Works — Music  
To support a commission and composer residency with middle school students for the BandQuest series of educational compositions.

Circus of the Star (aka Circus Juventas)  
$20,000  
Saint Paul, MN  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support the creation and presentation of a new circus work by Circus Juventas.

FORECAST Public Artworks  
$15,000  
Saint Paul, MN  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support professional development training for artists.

Hmong Cultural Center Inc.  
$15,000  
Saint Paul, MN  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support instruction in Hmong folk arts.

Mizna  
$10,000  
Saint Paul, MN  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the publication and promotion of the journal Mizna.

Penumbra Theatre Company, Inc. (aka Penumbra Theatre)  
$40,000  
Saint Paul, MN  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a co-production of The Brothers Paranormal by Prince Gomolvilas with Theater Mu.

Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Society (aka The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra)  
$40,000  
Saint Paul, MN  
Art Works — Music  
To support Tapestry19, a festival celebrating life stories through music, including performances of new orchestral works.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Zeitgeist
$10,000                Saint Paul, MN
Art Works — Music
To support the Zeitgeist Early Music Festival celebrating the legacy of American composer, improviser, and accordionist Pauline Oliveros (1932-2016).

Franconia Sculpture Park
$10,000                Shafer, MN
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support artists residencies for sculptors and related activities.

Chamber Music Society of St. Cloud, Inc.
$10,000                St. Cloud, MN
Challenge America
To support a concert performance and educational outreach by the Borromeo String Quartet.

Saint Paul Public Schools (aka n/a)
$25,000                St. Paul, MN
Art Works — Arts Education
To support folk arts integration professional development training for teachers.

St. Catherine University
$15,000                St. Paul, MN
Art Works — Music
To support concerts and outreach activities by Les Amazones d’Afrique and Anoushka Shankar as part of the Women of Substance performance series at the O’Shaugnessy Auditorium.

Brownbody
$10,000                Vadnais Heights, MN
Art Works — Dance
To support *Tracing Steps*, a performance that combines modern dance, theater, and figure skating.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/research/grant-search) for additional project details for NEA grants.
Mississippi

Number of Grants: 2   Total Dollar Amount: $35,000

Alcorn State University
$10,000   Lorman, MS
Art Works — Music
To support musical performances and an educational workshop at the Alcorn State University Jazz Festival.

Pierce, Catherine
$25,000   Starkville, MS
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Missouri

**Number of Grants: 20  Total Dollar Amount: $405,000**

**Ragtag Film Society (aka Ragtag Cinema and True/False Film Fest)**
$50,000        Columbia, MO
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 2019 True/False Film Fest and additional curated film series at the Ragtag Cinema focused on promoting nonfiction filmmaking as an artistic form.

**Pro Musica**
$10,000        Joplin, MO
Challenge America
To support a series of chamber concerts and associated educational programming.

**Kansas City Ballet Association (aka Kansas City Ballet)**
$15,000        Kansas City, MO
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation of ballets.

**Kansas City Repertory Theatre, Inc. (aka KCREP)**
$15,000        Kansas City, MO
Art Works — Theater
To support the OriginKC: New Works Festival.

**Kansas City Symphony**
$15,000        Kansas City, MO
Art Works — Music
To support a series of free chamber music concerts.

**Molberg, Jenny**
$25,000        Kansas City, MO
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Unicorn Theatre**
$20,000        Kansas City, MO
Art Works — Theater
To support the development and world premiere production of *Bond: A Soldier and His Dog* by playwright, actor, and Iraq war bomb squad veteran Logan Black.

**Wylliams/Henry Contemporary Dance Company (aka Wylliams/Henry Contemporary Dance Theatre)**
$10,000        Kansas City, MO
Art Works — Dance
To support the re-staging of *Southern Exposure*, a multimedia dance/theater work by Artistic Director Mary Pat Henry.

**William Jewell College (on behalf of Harriman-Jewell Series)**
$10,000        Liberty, MO

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://artsendowment.gov/grants) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Art Works — Music
To support the Harriman-Jewell Series' Arts Education Residency.

Center of Creative Arts (aka COCA)
$40,000       Saint Louis, MO
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a dance outreach program for youth from underserved communities.

Cinema St. Louis
$15,000       Saint Louis, MO
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 28th annual St. Louis International Film Festival and associated public programs.

Metro Theater Company
$10,000       Saint Louis, MO
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of *The Hundred Dresses*, adapted by William Kent Williams from the 1944 children's classic by Eleanor Estes.

Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra (aka St. Louis Symphony Orchestra)
$35,000       Saint Louis, MO
Art Works — Music
To support performances celebrating American conductor Leonard Slatkin's 50 years of conducting the orchestra.

Shakespeare Festival St. Louis
$15,000       Saint Louis, MO
Art Works — Theater
To support a free production of Shakespeare's *Love's Labors Lost* in Forest Park, the largest public park in St. Louis.

Variety the Children's Charity of St. Louis (aka Variety)
$15,000       Saint Louis, MO
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support the production of a children's musical by the Variety Children's Theatre, featuring a cast of youth with and without disabilities.

Association of American Voices
$10,000       St. Louis, MO
Art Works — Music
To support the Music Across Borders Residency Series.

Contemporary Art Museum St. Louis (aka CAM)
$35,000       St. Louis, MO
Art Works — Museums
To support an installation, exhibition, and catalogue by contemporary artist Christine Corday.

Luminary, Inc (aka The Luminary)

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
$25,000  St. Louis, MO
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support an artist-in-residence program.

**Repertory Theatre of St. Louis (aka The Rep)**
$10,000  St. Louis, MO
Art Works — Theater
To support the production of *Alabama Story* by playwright Kenneth Jones.

**Sheldon Arts Foundation (aka The Sheldon)**
$25,000  St. Louis, MO
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition *Bea Nettles: A Harvest of Memory* and an accompanying catalogue.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent_grants.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Montana

Number of Grants: 8  Total Dollar Amount: $110,000

Alberta Bair Theater Corporation (aka ABT)
$10,000  Billings, MT
Challenge America
To support a series of concert performances and related educational activities.

Billings Cultural Partners, Inc. (aka The Writer’s Voice)
$10,000  Billings, MT
Challenge America
To support the High Plains BookFest, a literary festival.

Billings Symphony Society (aka Billings Symphony Orchestra & Chorale)
$10,000  Billings, MT
Challenge America
To support symphony performances and educational outreach in honor of Black History Month and the 60th anniversary of the founding of Motown Records.

Intermountain Opera Association of Bozeman
$10,000  Bozeman, MT
Art Works — Opera
To support a production of *Eugene Onegin* by Tchaikovsky with associated community engagement activities.

Archie Bray Foundation (aka Archie Bray Foundation (the Bray))
$25,000  Helena, MT
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a visiting artist program in ceramics.

Helena Presents (aka The Myrna Loy)
$20,000  Helena, MT
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the presentation of new and existing works at the Myrna Loy Center.

Missoula Writing Collaborative
$15,000  Missoula, MT
Art Works — Arts Education
To support creative writing residencies for students.

Whitefish Theatre Co. (aka WTC)
$10,000  Whitefish, MT
Challenge America
To support music performances by guest artists WOW (Women of the World).

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
**Nebraska**

*Number of Grants: 5  Total Dollar Amount: $95,000*

**Bemis Center for Contemporary Arts**  
$40,000  Omaha, NE  
Art Works — Artist Communities  
To support the Artist-in-Residence program.

**Film Streams, Inc.**  
$20,000  Omaha, NE  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support a series of curated films and related public programming.

**Metropolitan Community College**  
$10,000  Omaha, NE  
Art Works — Theater  
To support PlayFest, a part of the annual Great Plains Theatre Conference.

**Nebraska Writers Collective**  
$10,000  Omaha, NE  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support a youth poetry writing program.

**Omaha Theater Company (aka The Rose Theater)**  
$15,000  Omaha, NE  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *Return to Niobrara*, a new play by Mary Kathryn Nagle (Cherokee).

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Nevada

Number of Grants: 7    Total Dollar Amount: $90,000

Capital City Arts Initiative (aka CCAI)
$10,000    Carson City, NV
Challenge America
To support an exhibition of mixed-media work by visual artist Justin Favela, with related outreach including artist talks and a commissioned essay by writer Emmanuel Ortega.

Neon Museum
$10,000    Las Vegas, NV
Challenge America
To support the annual National Artist in Residence program for a visual or performing artist, with associated engagement activities.

$10,000    Las Vegas, NV
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication of graphic narratives and poetry in The Believer magazine.

Artown
$10,000    Reno, NV
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Artown festival.

City of Reno, Nevada
$30,000    Reno, NV
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support the commission and installation of a public artwork in the Midtown cultural district.

Nevada Museum of Art, Inc.
$10,000    Reno, NV
Challenge America
To support an exhibition, outreach activities, and book featuring visual artist Jack Malotte.

Sierra Nevada Ballet
$10,000    Reno, NV
Challenge America
To support performances of the Peanutcracker, an adaptation of the Nutcracker for a young audience.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
New Hampshire

Number of Grants: 2    Total Dollar Amount: $65,000

Dartmouth College (on behalf of Hopkins Center for the Arts)
$30,000    Hanover, NH
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a multidisciplinary performing arts series at the Hopkins Center for the Arts.

MacDowell Colony, Inc.
$35,000    Peterborough, NH
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support artists residencies for new participants.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
New Jersey

Number of Grants: 13  Total Dollar Amount: $250,000

Cooper's Ferry Partnership (aka CFP)
$10,000  Camden, NJ
Challenge America
To support free training in the circus arts for youth and families in Camden, New Jersey.

Nai-Ni Chen Dance Company, Inc.
$10,000  Fort Lee, NJ
Challenge America
To support a multidisciplinary festival celebrating the Chinese Lunar New Year through visual arts, music, and dance.

Center for Modern Dance Education (aka CMDE)
$10,000  Hackensack, NJ
Challenge America
To support a dance workshop and performance by guest artist Heidi Latsky Dance Company (HLDC), with related outreach activities.

Grounds For Sculpture Inc (aka GFS)
$45,000  Hamilton, NJ
Art Works — Museums
To support a survey exhibition of works by contemporary Indian artist Tallur LN and an accompanying catalogue.

International Sculpture Center, Inc. (aka Sculpture Magazine)
$20,000  Hamilton, NJ
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Dialogues and Discoveries project to facilitate conversations between working artists, writers, and the general public for publication in Sculpture magazine.

Wheaton Arts and Cultural Center, Inc. (on behalf of Creative Glass Center of America)
$15,000  Millville, NJ
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support artist residencies at the Creative Glass Center of America.

Jazz House Kids, Inc.
$30,000  Montclair, NJ
Art Works — Music
To support free musical performances and related family-oriented activities at the tenth anniversary Montclair Jazz Festival.

Newark Public Schools
$25,000  Newark, NJ
Art Works — Arts Education
To support technology-based professional development opportunities for arts teachers.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Passaic County Community College (on behalf of Passaic County Cultural and Heritage Council at PCCC)
$20,000    Paterson, NJ
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support literary workshops in prisons, with related performances and outreach activities.

Matheny School and Hospital, Inc. (aka Matheny Medical and Educational Center)
$10,000    Peapack, NJ
Challenge America
To support a multidisciplinary public arts event that will celebrate visual, literary, and performance works created by artists with disabilities.

Sánchez, Erika L.
$25,000    Plainsboro, NJ
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Princeton Symphony Orchestra (aka PSO)
$10,000    Princeton, NJ
Art Works — Music
To support an artist residency and community engagement project.

William Paterson University of New Jersey
$20,000    Wayne, NJ
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a site-specific installation and exhibition by Marion Wilson, an accompanying catalogue, and community outreach.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
New Mexico

Number of Grants: 15  Total Dollar Amount: $380,000

AMP Concerts
$10,000  Albuquerque, NM
Art Works — Music
To support ¡Globalquerque!, a celebration of world music and culture.

Mariachi Spectacular de Albuquerque
$20,000  Albuquerque, NM
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support mariachi music instruction for students from low-income communities.

National Institute of Flamenco (aka NIF)
$15,000  Albuquerque, NM
Art Works — Dance
To support the annual Festival Flamenco Internacional de Alburquerque.

Opera Southwest
$15,000  Albuquerque, NM
Art Works — Opera
To support a new production of Maria de Buenos Aires by Composer Astor Piazzolla and libretto by Horacio Ferrer in collaboration with the National Hispanic Cultural Center.

Outpost Productions, Inc. (aka Outpost)
$25,000  Albuquerque, NM
Art Works — Music
To support the New Mexico Jazz Festival.

University of New Mexico Main Campus (aka School of Architecture & Planning, Landscape Architecture)
$30,000  Albuquerque, NM
Art Works — Design
To support the creation of a temporary art installation to tell the story of the Navajo (Diné) Red Water Pond Road lands and mining legacy, organized by University of New Mexico's School of Architecture & Planning, Landscape Architecture.

Center
$20,000  Santa Fe, NM
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support Review Santa Fe, a photographic festival, conference, and multi-site exhibition series.

Center for Contemporary Arts of Santa Fe, Inc. (aka CCA)
$25,000  Santa Fe, NM
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support NKAME, a solo exhibition and associated educational programs dedicated to the work of Cuban visual artist Belkis Ayón (1967-99).

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Indigenous Solutions, Inc.
$10,000  Santa Fe, NM
Challenge America
To support the Indigenous Solutions Healing Festival.

National Dance Institute New Mexico (aka NDI New Mexico, NDI-NM)
$20,000  Santa Fe, NM
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a pre-professional dance program.

Parallel Studios Inc. (aka Currents New Media)
$20,000  Santa Fe, NM
Art Works — Media Arts
To support free and low-cost community engagement programs during the 2019 Currents New Media Festival, featuring works from artists, creative technologists, programmers, and multimedia performers dedicated to fostering appreciation for contemporary media.

Santa Fe Art Institute (aka SFAI)
$40,000  Santa Fe, NM
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support the Truth & Reconciliation Thematic Residency Program.

Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival Ltd.
$35,000  Santa Fe, NM
Art Works — Music
To support the 47th Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.

Santa Fe Desert Chorale
$15,000  Santa Fe, NM
Art Works — Music
To support a choral music performance project.

Santa Fe Opera
$80,000  Santa Fe, NM
Art Works — Opera
To support the presentation of the world premiere of The Thirteenth Child by Composer Poul Ruders and Librettists Becky and David Starobin.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
New York

*Number of Grants: 252  Total Dollar Amount: $6,835,000*

**Wave Farm Inc.**
$15,000  Acra, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residencies for audio/sound artists.

**Albany Symphony Orchestra, Inc. (aka Albany Symphony)**
$25,000  Albany, NY
Art Works — Music
To support the American Music Festival.

**Bard College (on behalf of Conjunctions)**
$15,000  Annandale-on-Hudson, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of the journal *Conjunctions*.

**Bard College (on behalf of Bard Music Festival)**
$15,000  Annandale-on-Hudson, NY
Art Works — Music
To support the Bard Music Festival.

**Bard College (on behalf of Richard B. Fisher Center for the Performing Arts)**
$15,000  Annandale-on-Hudson, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the SummerScape Festival at the Richard B. Fisher Center for the Performing Arts.

**Millay Colony for the Arts, Inc.**
$10,000  Austerlitz, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support multidisciplinary artists residencies, as well as an initiative to improve access and opportunities for underserved resident artists.

**Bronx Documentary Center Inc (aka BDC)**
$20,000  Bronx, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support costs for presentation of three photography exhibitions and related public programming.

**Codjoe, Ama**
$25,000  Bronx, NY
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Eugenio Maria de Hostos Community College Foundation**
$20,000  Bronx, NY
Art Works — Music
To support Machito & the Impact of the Afro-Cubans at 80 retrospective events.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
ID Studio Theater Performance and Research Center Inc. (aka ID Studio Theater)
$10,000  Bronx, NY
Challenge America
To support a performance and community art project for youth.

New York Botanical Garden
$50,000  Bronx, NY
Art Works — Design
To support an exhibition on the work of Brazilian modernist landscape designer and artist Roberto Burle Marx.

A Blade of Grass Fund
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a residency program for socially engaged artists.

A Public Space Literary Projects Inc. (aka A Public Space)
$25,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support a mentorship program for emerging writers, as well as the publication and promotion of books and the magazine A Public Space.

American Documentary, Inc. (aka AmDoc)
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support staff salaries, public screenings, and acquisition fees for a national tour of contemporary interactive and digital independent nonfiction works on emerging media platforms in collaboration with public broadcast stations and local entities.

American Opera Projects, Inc. (aka AOP)
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Opera
To support the development, workshop, and world premiere of a new opera by Composer Anthony Davis and Librettist Steven Fechter with related community engagement programming.

Archipelago Books, Inc.
$70,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of international literature.

Art in General, Inc. (aka Art in General)
$30,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a commissioning program for artists to create work.

Bang on a Can, Inc.
$50,000  Brooklyn, NY

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Art Works — Music
To support the Summer Festival of Music, a performance series and resident teaching facility for emerging composers and contemporary music performers.

**Bedford Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation (aka Restoration)**
$25,000    Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support dance instruction for youth from underserved communities.

**BRIC Arts | Media | Bklyn, Inc. (on behalf of Celebrate Brooklyn Performing Arts Festival)**
$55,000    Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the commissioning and presentation of concerts at the Celebrate Brooklyn Performing Arts Festival.

**Brooklyn Arts Council, Inc. (aka BAC)**
$20,000    Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Brooklyn Routes Festival.

**Brooklyn Arts Exchange, Inc. (aka BAX)**
$20,000    Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support the BAX Urban Dance and Theater Artists Residency Program.

**Brooklyn Youth Chorus Academy, Inc. (aka Brooklyn Youth Chorus)**
$30,000    Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support choral training and performance opportunities for students in Concert Ensemble, an advanced chorus for students from neighborhoods across New York City.

**Center for Urban Pedagogy, Inc.**
$50,000    Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Design
To support the Making Policy Public graphic publication series.

**Dance Theatre Etcetera, Inc. (aka DTE)**
$45,000    Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support performances at Red Hook Fest.

**Dieu Donne Papermill, Inc. (aka Dieu Donn,)**
$25,000    Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support residency and exhibition opportunities for artists in the hand papermaking tradition.

**Discalced, Inc. (aka Mark Morris Dance Group)**
$50,000    Brooklyn, NY

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Art Works — Dance
To support the creation of a new dance work and restaging of older works by Artistic Director Mark Morris.

Electric Lit, Inc.
$15,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication of the online magazine Recommended Reading.

Esopus Foundation, Ltd.
$30,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the creation and distribution of the publication Esopus.

Ether Sea Projects, Inc. (aka Litmus Press)
$10,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication of new titles by Litmus Press.

Eyebeam Atelier, Inc.
$30,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support artists residencies for creation of work which engages with technology.

Genspace NYC, Inc. (aka Genspace)
$30,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Design
To support the 2019 Biodesign Challenge, a competition and summit for design students to envision how biotechnology can be integrated into their work.

International Studio & Curatorial Program (aka ISCP)
$20,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support an artist residency program and related exhibitions and publication.

New Amsterdam Presents (aka NewAm)
$15,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Music
To support a music presenting project.

New Art Publications, Inc. (aka BOMB Magazine)
$25,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Artist Interviews section of BOMB Magazine.

Nightboat Books
$25,000 Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Literature

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support the publication and promotion of books of poetry and essays.

**One Story, Incorporated (aka One Story)**
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of *One Story* and *One Teen Story*.

**Open Source Gallery, Inc.**
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a series of exhibitions with an emphasis on global perspectives and international exchange.

**Opera on Tap**
$10,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Opera
To support The Playground Operas, a school-day residency program focused on the creation and performance of opera.

**Pindyck, Maya**
$25,000  Brooklyn, NY
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Pratt Institute (on behalf of Brooklyn Fashion + Design Accelerator)**
$30,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Design
To support Brooklyn Fashion + Design Accelerator’s fellowship program for New York-area fashion designers, which will offer advanced training in new technologies for clothing production.

**Pratt Institute (on behalf of Pratt Center for Community Development)**
$30,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Design
To support an initiative by the Pratt Center for Community Development that provides design services in graphic communications to small manufacturing businesses.

**Primary Information Inc**
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the publication of a series of artists' books.

**Reel Stories Teen Filmmaking, Inc. (aka Reel Works Teen Filmmaking)**
$25,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support media arts equipment and supplies for free after-school filmmaking workshops for Brooklyn youth.

**Residency Unlimited Inc. (aka Residency Unlimited (RU))**
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/recentgrants) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
To support an artist residency program.

**Restless Books Inc**
$25,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the publication and promotion of international literature.

**Search and Restore Inc.**
$10,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Music  
To support performances at the Subculture venue during the 15th anniversary Winter Jazzfest.

**Smack Mellon Studios, Inc. (aka Smack Mellon)**
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support the Artist Studio Program, an annual residency and fellowship for emerging and underrepresented artists.

**St. Ann’s Warehouse Inc. (aka St. Ann’s)**
$50,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the development and production of new theater works.

**The Art Council, Inc. (aka Artadia)**
$30,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support Artadia’s Art & Dialogue, a national series that provides professional development opportunities for artists and curators.

**Triangle Arts Association Limited (aka Triangle)**
$25,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support residencies for visual artists and related public programs.

**Ugly Duckling Presse, Ltd.**
$10,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the publication and promotion of books of poetry.

**UnionDocs, Inc.**
$20,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the curation of public programs related to the Documentary Bodega Series featuring independent media artists.

**Words Without Borders**
$30,000  Brooklyn, NY  
Art Works — Literature

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
To support the publication and promotion of *Words Without Borders: The Online Magazine for International Literature*.

**Arts Services Initiative of Western New York, Inc. (aka ASI)**
$10,000 Buffalo, NY
Challenge America
To support the Arts Access program, which provides arts opportunities to residents receiving public assistance in Erie and Niagara Counties in Western New York.

**Buffalo Media Resources, Inc. (aka Squeaky Wheel Film & Media Art Center)**
$15,000 Buffalo, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the expansion of the Buffalo Youth Media Institute, a free, year-round media arts education program for underserved students.

**Burchfield-Penney Art Center (aka Burchfield Penney Art Center, or Burchfield Penney)**
$30,000 Buffalo, NY
Art Works — Museums
To support the production of a digital catalogue of paintings and drawings by Charles E. Burchfield.

**Center for Exploratory and Perceptual Arts (aka CEPA Gallery)**
$10,000 Buffalo, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a schoolwide arts residency program based on photography and creative writing for students at Highgate Heights Elementary.

**Traditional Arts in Upstate New York, Inc. (aka TAUNY)**
$25,000 Canton, NY
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support an exhibit and related programming celebrating the 25th anniversary of the North Country Heritage Awards.

**Thomas Cole Historic House (aka Thomas Cole National Historic Site)**
$35,000 Catskill, NY
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition *The Power of Place: The Catskill Creek Paintings* and an accompanying catalogue.

**Clear Path for Veterans, Inc. (aka Clear Path)**
$10,000 Chittenango, NY
Challenge America
To support arts programming in rural New York presented in partnership with The Telling Project, a theater and storytelling initiative for the veteran and active military community.

**Festival of New Trumpet Music, Inc. (aka FONT Music)**
$10,000 Croton-on-Hudson, NY
Art Works — Music
To support artist fees for the Festival of New Trumpet Music.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent-grants.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Quintet of the Americas, Inc.
$10,000 Douglaston, NY
Challenge America
To support concerts and workshops by the Quintet of the Americas with jazz musicians Earl McIntyre, Renee Manning, and Carlos Maldonado.

City of New York, New York - Department of Corrections
$30,000 East Elmhurst, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support Gateway to Galleries, a visual arts training program for incarcerated individuals in New York City.

En Garde Arts
$25,000 Hastings on Hudson, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support the creation of A Fandango for Freedom (working title), a new multimedia documentary theater work exploring immigration, written by Andrea Thome, directed by José Zayas, with original music by Sinuhé Padilla-Isunza.

Schoonebeek, Danniel
$25,000 Hudson, NY
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

A Better Jamaica, Inc. (aka ABJ)
$10,000 Jamaica, NY
Challenge America
To support the Jamaica Dance Festival, a series of free dance performances held in Jamaica, New York.

Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum (aka The Noguchi Museum)
$35,000 Long Island City, NY
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition Changing and Unchanging Things: Noguchi and Hasegawa in Postwar Japan, organized by The Noguchi Museum.

Sculpture Center, Inc.
$20,000 Long Island City, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support In Practice, a commissioning program for emerging artists working in contemporary sculpture.

Socrates Sculpture Park, Inc.
$25,000 Long Island City, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Emerging Artist Fellowship Program and exhibition, an outdoor studio residency for the installation of public artwork in Socrates Sculpture Park.

theater et al inc. (aka The Chocolate Factory Theater)

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.

$15,000 Long Island City, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support an artist residency program at The Chocolate Factory Theater.

**African Film Festival (aka AFF)**
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support community engagement programs related to the 26th New York African Film Festival, such as a live performances, workshops, and presentations with filmmakers.

**African Voices Communications, Inc. (aka African Voices)**
$10,000 New York, NY
Challenge America
To support the Reel Sisters of the Diaspora Film Festival & Lecture Series.

**Alliance for Young Artists & Writers, Inc. (aka Scholastic Art & Writing Awards)**
$40,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Scholastic Art & Writing Awards' exhibition program Art.Write.Now.

**Alpha Workshops, Inc.**
$30,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Design
To support a decorative arts training program.

**Alvin Ailey Dance Foundation, Inc. (aka Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater)**
$90,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater's 2019 national tour.

**American Composers Orchestra, Inc. (aka ACO)**
$25,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support initiatives serving emerging composers.

**American Dance Institute (aka LUMBERYARD Contemporary Performing Arts (LUMBERYARD))**
$15,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support LUMBERYARD's dance production incubators and presentations.

**American Federation of Arts, Inc. (aka AFA)**
$35,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition *Buddha and Shiva, Lotus and Dragon*.

**American Guild of Organists (aka AGO)**
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support educational programs and career development for organists and choral conductors.

**American Museum of Natural History**
$20,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the Margaret Mead Film Festival and related public programming celebrating documentary and ethnographic film.

**American Symphony Orchestra League (aka League of American Orchestras)**
$90,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Music  
To support the League of American Orchestras' strategic services designed to strengthen orchestras through learning, leadership development, research, and communications within the field.

**Anthology Film Archives (aka Anthology; AFA)**
$25,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the presentation of several curated film and video series with a focus on independent, experimental, and avant-garde cinema.

**Aperture Foundation, Inc. (aka Aperture)**
$25,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support an exhibition featuring the photographer Kwame Brathwaite (b. 1938).

**Apollo Theater Foundation**
$35,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support The Africa Now! Festival.

**Architectural League of New York**
$30,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Design  
To support *Urban Omnibus*, an online publication dedicated to observing, understanding, and designing cities.

**Ars Nova Theater I, Inc. (aka Ars Nova)**
$15,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *Focus Group*, a commissioned play by the theater collective The Mad Ones.

**Art Creates Us Inc. (aka ProjectArt)**
$25,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support ProjectArt's mentor-led visual arts education program.

**Art Omi, Inc. (aka Omi International Arts Center)**

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
$15,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support American artists as part of an international artists residency program.

**ArtBridge Projects Inc (aka ArtBridge)**
$10,000 New York, NY
Challenge America
To support a photography exhibition inspired by the residents and architecture of New York City Housing Authority’s (NYCHA) low-income housing.

**Artists Alliance, Inc. (aka AAI)**
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support an exhibition series presenting the work of emerging contemporary visual artists.

**Arts Connection**
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a series of educational arts programs for youth.

**Association for Cultural Equity (aka ACE)**
$30,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the collaborative and ethical repatriation of archived Native American field recordings.

**Atlantic Theater Company**
$35,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support the world premiere of *The Secret Life of Bees*, a new musical by Pulitzer Prize-winner Lynn Nottage, with music by Duncan Sheik and lyrics by Susan Birkenhead.

**Ballet Hispanico of New York, Inc. (aka Ballet Hispanico)**
$10,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support the Instituto Coreografico (Choreographic Institute), a choreographic creation and mentorship program serving emerging and underrecognized Latino choreographers.

**Ballet Theatre Foundation, Inc. (aka American Ballet Theatre)**
$65,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support the ABT Women’s Movement program, which focuses on work created by female choreographers.

**Barnard College**
$15,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the 2019 Athena Film Festival and related public programming dedicated to films highlighting female leadership.

---
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Baryshnikov Arts Center
$35,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a multidisciplinary presenting series and artist residency program.

Canopy Canopy Canopy, Inc. (aka Triple Canopy)
$25,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of literary content in the online magazine *Triple Canopy*.

Carnegie Hall Corporation (aka Carnegie Hall)
$85,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support the concert series Migrations: The Making of America.

Center for Traditional Music and Dance, Inc. (aka CTMD)
$40,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support Made in NYC, a series of programs celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Center for Traditional Music and Dance.

Chamber Music America, Inc.
$90,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support leadership and professional development services to the field of chamber music.

Chamber Music Conference and Composers' Forum of the East (aka Bennington Chamber Music Conference)
$10,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support the Composers' Forum, a composer residency, performance, and commissioning program at the Bennington Chamber Music Conference.

Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, Inc. (aka CMS)
$50,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support a series of concerts celebrating American composer George Crumb.

Cherry Lane Alternative Inc. (aka Cherry Lane Theatre)
$15,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support the development of new works from emerging artists through the Mentor Project.

Cinema Tropical Inc.
$10,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support a series of curated programs highlighting Latin American cinema.
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City Parks Foundation (aka CPF)
$35,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the SummerStage Festival.

Classical Theatre of Harlem, Inc. (aka CTH)
$20,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support the annual Uptown Shakespeare in the Park performances.

Clubbed Thumb, Inc.
$15,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support Summerworks, an annual festival of new plays.

Columbia University in the City of New York (on behalf of Miller Theatre)
$30,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support artists’ fees and production costs of the Composer Portraits and Pop-up Concerts at Miller Theatre.

Concert Artists Guild, Inc. (aka CAG)
$10,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support touring engagements of roster artists.

Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art (aka Cooper Union)
$15,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support studio arts training and college portfolio preparation for students.

CultureHub, Inc
$20,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Refest media arts festival and related public programming showcasing artists working at the intersection of media arts, performance, and creative technology.

Dance Films Association, Inc.
$15,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support the Dance on Camera Festival (DOCF) and Dance on Camera Tour.

Dance Service New York City, Inc. (aka Dance/NYC)
$20,000  New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support Dance/NYC's Symposium, town hall meetings, the Junior Committee, a conference, and continued expansion of the organization’s website.
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Dances For A Variable Population (aka DVP)
$10,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support dance workshops and free public performances.

DanceWorks, Inc. (aka Pentacle)
$30,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support Pentacle's research and comprehensive management support for the dance community.

Danspace Project, Inc.
$40,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support dance presentations, residencies, and developmental activities for choreographers.

Design Trust for Public Space Inc.
$30,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Design  
To support Trust by Design: Building Shared Space With and For the Public, a series of multimedia programs illustrating how to build trust in public space projects.

DOVA, Inc. (aka Doug Varone and Dancers)
$20,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support a new dance work by Artistic Director Doug Varone.

Downtown Community Television Center, Inc. (aka DCTV)
$15,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support the Ecstatic Music Festival at Merkin Concert Hall.

Drawing Center, Inc. (aka The Drawing Center)
$25,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the exhibition Neo Rauch: Aus dem Boden / From the Floor.

Elaine Kaufman Cultural Center-Lucy Moses School for Music and Dance (on behalf of Merkin Concert Hall)
$15,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Music  
To support the Ecstatic Music Festival at Merkin Concert Hall.

Electronic Arts Intermix, Inc. (aka EAI)
$20,000     New York, NY  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support costs associated with cataloging, preservation, digitization, and digital storage related to the Artists’ Media Distribution Service featuring works by historic and contemporary media artists.
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Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts (aka EFA)
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support an artist-in-residence program.

Equus Projects, Inc.
$10,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the development and presentation of The Hotel Florence, Drawing Room Stories.

Fashion Institute of Technology
$30,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Design
To support the exhibition Paris, Capital of Fashion, along with an accompanying symposium and public programming that will explore the significance of Paris within the global context of the fashion industry.

Feminist Press, Inc. (aka Feminist Press at CUNY)
$35,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of books of fiction, essays, and poetry, including work in translation.

Figment Project Inc.
$10,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the FIGMENT arts festival.

Fiji Theater Company, Inc. (aka Ping Chong + Company)
$25,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support the development and production of StuyTown, a new multidisciplinary theater piece by Ping Chong + Company.

Film Forum
$65,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the presentation of American and international independent feature films at Film Forum.

Film Society of Lincoln Center, Inc. (aka Film Society)
$45,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the curation and promotion of Perspectives in World Cinema, a series of curated screenings and film festivals featuring classic and contemporary works of American and international cinema.

Foundation for Independent Artists, Inc. (aka FIA)
$30,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
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To support the creation, presentation, and touring of works by several dance artists.

**Four Way Books, Inc.**  
$30,000    New York, NY  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the publication and promotion of books of poetry and fiction.

**Friends of the High Line**  
$55,000    New York, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support the commissioning of En Plein Air, a series of public art installations for the High Line Park in New York City.

**Gambito, Sarah**  
$25,000    New York, NY  
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Games for Change (aka G4C)**  
$20,000    New York, NY  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support activities related to neuro-gaming, learning, and health during Games for Change Festival and the XR for Change Summit.

**Gina Gibney Dance, Inc. (aka Gibney Dance)**  
$20,000    New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support production services and documentation opportunities for dance artists.

**Global Action Project, Inc. (aka G.A.P.)**  
$15,000    New York, NY  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support Urban Voices, a media arts training program serving primarily LGBTQ youth and immigrant youth across New York City.

**Group I Acting Company, Inc. (aka The Acting Company)**  
$15,000    New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support The Acting Company’s development and production of *Emma the Red* by Kate Hamill.

**Harvestworks, Inc.**  
$30,000    New York, NY  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support an artist residency program.

**Hester Street Collaborative Inc. (aka Hester Street)**  
$38,000    New York, NY  
Art Works — Design
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To support asset mapping and community engagement activities in the Santurce neighborhood of San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Hip Hop Theater Festival (aka Hi-ARTS)
$15,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residency programs at Hi-ARTS for artists developing their work in theater and performance.

Holnes, Darrel Alejandro
$25,000 New York, NY
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Home for Contemporary Theatre and Art, Ltd. (aka HERE)
$50,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support the HERE Artist Residency Program for mid-career performing and visual artists.

House Foundation for the Arts, Inc.
$25,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the development and presentation of Indra's Net, a new interdisciplinary work by Meredith Monk.

Hudson Guild
$15,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the creation and presentation of Romanzas de Zarzuela.

Interschool Orchestras of NY
$30,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the creation and presentation of a new multidisciplinary work in collaboration with the New York Chinese Cultural Center.

JACK Music Inc. (aka JACK Quartet)
$10,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support the JACK Frontiers Festival.

Jazz at Lincoln Center, Inc.
$30,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support a concert series focusing on the intersections between jazz and other musical styles.

Jazz Gallery
$30,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
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To support performance opportunities and a professional development program for emerging jazz artists.

**Jewish Community Center in Manhattan, Inc. (aka Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan)**
$30,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the ReelAbilities: New York Disabilities Film Festival at the Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan.

**Joyce Theater Foundation, Inc. (aka The Joyce Theater)**
$90,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of dance artists.

**La MaMa Experimental Theatre Club, Inc. (aka La MaMa)**
$20,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a production of *The Trojan Women* with related audience engagement activities.

**Lark Theatre Company, Inc. (aka The Lark)**
$30,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the Open Access Program, a play scouting initiative that supports writers and new play development.

**Laundromat Project, Inc. (aka The LP)**
$40,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support the commissioning of public art projects and professional development training for artists at venues in New York City.

**Local Learning: The National Network for Folk Arts in Education (aka Local Learning)**
$30,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support projects promoting folk arts in education.

**Lubovitch Dance Foundation, Inc. (aka Lar Lubovitch Dance Company)**
$20,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the creation of a new dance by Lar Lubovitch and public engagement activities through performances in NYC and throughout the U.S.

**Madison Square Park Conservancy, Inc. (aka Madison Square Park Conservancy)**
$50,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support a public art exhibition in Madison Square Park by sculptor Leonardo Drew (b. 1961).

**Mama Foundation for the Arts, Inc. (aka MFA)**
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$45,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support Gospel for Teens.

**Manhattan School of Music (aka MSM)**  
$15,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support MSM Summer, a vocal and instrumental music summer camp.

**Manhattan Theatre Club, Inc. (aka MTC)**  
$30,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *Continuity*, a new play by Bess Wohl.

**Mastervolices Inc.**  
$15,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Music  
To support performances of a new critical edition of *Lady in the Dark* by composer Kurt Weill.

**Maysles Institute, Inc (aka Maysles Documentary Center)**  
$10,000  New York, NY  
Challenge America  
To support an annual series of Congo-related films and associated outreach activities.

**Metropolitan Museum of Art (aka The Met)**  
$35,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the traveling exhibition *Instruments of Rock* and an accompanying catalogue.

**Metropolitan Opera Association, Inc. (aka The Metropolitan Opera; The Met)**  
$90,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Opera  
To support The Met's new production of *Akhnaten* by Composer Philip Glass.

**Monica Bill Barnes & Company**  
$15,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support performances and a U.S. tour of *Running As Long As We Can*, a new work by Monica Bill Barnes.

**Movement Research, Inc.**  
$15,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of free public performance programs.

**Museum at Eldridge Street**  
$20,000  New York, NY  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
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To support Egg Rolls, Egg Creams, and Empanadas Festival.

**National Alliance for Musical Theatre, Inc. (aka NAMT)**
$55,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Musical Theater  
To support the annual Festival of New Musicals and fall conference.

**National Guild for Community Arts Education, Inc.**
$100,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support the National Blueprint for Creative Youth Development (CYD), a collective impact project.

**New 42nd Street, Inc.**
$25,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a series of presentations of theater for young audiences at the New Victory Theater.

**New Dramatists, Inc.**
$60,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the Playwrights Lab.

**New Group, Inc. (aka The New Group)**
$20,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Musical Theater  
To support the development of *Black No More*, a new musical with book by John Ridley and music and lyrics by Tariq "Black Thought" Trotter.

**New Museum of Contemporary Art (aka New Museum)**
$35,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Design  
To support IdeasCity New Orleans design competition.

**New Music USA Inc**
$60,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Music  
To support new music through online resources at NewMusicBox.org and newmusicusa.org.

**New York City Ballet, Inc.**
$75,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the creation and presentation of new works by resident choreographer Justin Peck and emerging choreographer Emma Portner.

**New York International Children's Film Festival Inc. (aka NYICFF)**
$20,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Media Arts

---
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To support the 2019 New York International Children’s Film Festival and related educational programming for young audiences from pre-school to high school.

**New York Korean Performing Arts Center**
$10,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support traditional Korean music and dance instruction for children and seniors.

**New York Shakespeare Festival (aka The Public Theater) (on behalf of Joe’s Pub)**
$35,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support The Public Theater’s artist commissioning programs at Joe’s Pub.

**New York Stage and Film Company, Inc (aka New York Stage and Film)**
$40,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support the 2019 Powerhouse Season, a summer residency program.

**New York Theatre Workshop, Inc.**
$50,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of *A Rap On Race* by Anna Deavere Smith.

**New York University (aka NYU) (on behalf of Skirball Center for the Performing Arts)**
$15,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support performing arts presentations at the Skirball Center for the Performing Arts.

**New York Youth Symphony, Inc.**
$15,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a tuition-free music composition program for youth.

**On Site Opera, Inc.**
$15,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Opera
To support the commissioning and performances of a new site-specific opera *Stay* by Composer John Glover and Librettist Kelley Rourke.

**Only Make Believe, Inc.**
$15,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support interactive theater performances for children in hospitals and care centers.

**openhousenewyork inc. (aka Open House New York)**
$30,000       New York, NY
Art Works — Design
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To support a series of tours, lectures, and public programs that will explore the architecture and infrastructure of how people and goods move in and around New York City.

**Opus 118 Harlem School of Music (aka Harlem Center for Strings)**
$15,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Music  
To support the after-school music education program of the Harlem Center for Strings.

**Paul Taylor Dance Foundation, Inc. (aka Paul Taylor Dance Company)**
$70,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of dance works on a national tour.

**Perlman Music Program Inc.**
$30,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support the Summer Music School, a residential summer music program.

**Pipeline Theatre Company, Inc.**
$10,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a production of *Playing Hot* by Kevin Armento.

**Play Production Company, Inc. (aka PlayCo)**
$10,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a New York production of *Recent Alien Abductions* by Jorge Ignacio Cortiñas.

**Playwrights Horizons, Inc.**
$45,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Musical Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *A Strange Loop*, a new musical by Michael R. Jackson.

**Public Art Fund Inc.**
$35,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support the development and presentation of artist Harold Ancart's Handball Court Mural in New York City.

**Recess Activities, Inc. (aka Recess)**
$20,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support an artist residency program.

**Red Bull Theater Inc. (aka Red Bull)**
$10,000       New York, NY  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the production of John Webster’s Jacobean tragedy, *The White Devil*.
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Rosie’s Theater Kids, Inc. (aka Rosie’s Theater Kids (RTKids))
$30,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a summer and after-school musical theater training program for youth.

Roundabout Theatre Company, Inc.
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere of Toni Stone, a new play by playwright Lydia Diamond.

Saratoga International Theatre Institute, Inc. (aka SITI Company)
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support SITI Work/Space, a new model for creating work as an ensemble, which will support the creation of new theater pieces.

Second Stage Theatre, Inc. (aka Second Stage Theater)
$35,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support the world premiere of Superhero, a new musical with music and lyrics by Tom Kitt, and book by John Logan.

Seventh Regiment Armory Conservancy, Inc. (aka Park Avenue Armory)
$25,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the creation and presentation of new works.

Signature Theatre Company (aka Signature Theatre)
$50,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of By the Way, Meet Vera Stark by Lynn Nottage.

Society of the Third Street Music School Settlement Inc. (aka Third Street Music School)
$25,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
Students will participate in free or low-cost weekly instruction in music and dance, with the opportunity to perform in the community.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation (aka Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum)
$60,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition Basquiat’s Defacement: The Untold Story, an accompanying catalogue, and public programming.

St. Luke’s Chamber Ensemble, Inc. (aka Orchestra of St. Luke’s, OSL)
$15,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Music
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To support Orchestra of St. Luke's performances of free chamber music.

Stephen Petronio Dance Company, Inc. (aka Stephen Petronio Company)
$40,000    New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support the re-creation, presentation, and tour of historic dance works, as well as a world premiere by Stephen Petronio.

Stuttering Association for the Young Inc. (aka SAY)
$20,000    New York, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support an after-school performing arts program that will primarily serve youth who stutter.

The Actors' Fund of America
$45,000    New York, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support professional development services for artists.

The New School (on behalf of New School Concerts)
$15,000    New York, NY
Art Works — Music
To support the New School Concerts' New York String Seminar, a pre-professional training program.

The Possibility Project
$15,000    New York, NY
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support the development of a new, original work of musical theater, written and performed by a cast of New York City youth in foster care.

Trisha Brown Company, Inc. (aka Trisha Brown Dance Company)
$80,000    New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support performances, educational work, and the preservation of Trisha Brown's legacy.

Van Alen Institute: Projects in Public Architecture (aka Van Alen Institute)
$30,000    New York, NY
Art Works — Design
To support Van Alen Institute's public program series, an accessible forum for addressing contemporary issues of architecture and design in urban life.

Vineyard Theatre & Workshop Center, Inc. (aka Vineyard Theatre, The Vineyard)
$25,000    New York, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support the development and world premiere of **TUVALU or The Saddest Song**, a new play by Antoinette Nwandu.

Vivian Beaumont Theater, Inc. (aka Lincoln Center Theater)
$35,000    New York, NY
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Art Works — Theater
To support the Lincoln Center Theater’s world premiere production of *Marys Seacole*, a new play by Jackie Sibblies Drury, directed by Lileana Blain-Cruz.

**Voices in Contemporary Art (aka VoCA)**
$25,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Artist Interview Workshops, an interdisciplinary program for contemporary arts professionals to gain the skills needed to conduct successful artist interviews.

**Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts, Inc. (aka VLA)**
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support legal services and education programs intended primarily for senior artists.

**Women Make Movies, Inc. (aka WMM)**
$100,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Women Make Movies Distribution Program, a service that connects organizations and institutions with contemporary works of American and international cinema.

**Works and Process, Inc.**
$20,000 New York, NY
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation of dance works as part of the Rotunda Project series.

**Catskill Symphony Orchestra, Inc. (aka CSO)**
$10,000 Oneonta, NY
Challenge America
To support a concert performance serving a three-county region of rural upstate New York.

**Classical Recording Foundation, Inc.**
$10,000 Pelham, NY
Art Works — Music
To support a recording of George Crumb’s *Metamorphosis, Books I and II* by pianist Marcantonio Barone.

**Picture House Regional Film Center Inc.**
$15,000 Pelham, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support Senior Cinema, a free weekly film program for senior citizens, and related public programming.

**Phoenicia Festival of the Voice Foundation (aka The Phoenicia International Festival of the Voice)**
$10,000 Phoenicia, NY
Art Works — Opera
To support a new production of *Treemonisha* by Composer Scott Joplin, which will be arranged and re-scored by Composer Damien Sneed, in collaboration with the Catskill Jazz Factory.
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Jacob Burns Film Center, Inc. (aka JBFC)
$30,000 Pleasantville, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support a year-round curated film series with special guest speakers, related exhibitions, and associated public programming.

Bardavon 1869 Opera House, Inc. (aka The Bardavon)
$10,000 Poughkeepsie, NY
Art Works — Theater
To support free performances of Rhapsody in Black, a one-man play by LeLand Gantt.

Mill Street Loft, Inc. (aka The Art Effect)
$20,000 Poughkeepsie, NY
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the expansion of a year-long, pre-college portfolio development program in the visual and media arts for high school students in the Hudson Valley.

Prattsville Art Project Inc. (aka Prattsville Art Center and Residency)
$10,000 Prattsville, NY
Challenge America
To support Headed for the Hills, a music and arts festival.

Queens Museum of Art (aka Queens Museum)
$40,000 Queens, NY
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition Mundos Alternos: Art and Science Fiction in the Americas.

RPGA Studio, Inc.
$10,000 Rego Park, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the development and presentation of community-based arts installations.

Outpost Artists Resources
$12,000 Ridgewood, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support an experimental new media festival, screening series, and associated public programming featuring audiovisual performances, virtual reality experiences, immersive installations, and interdisciplinary collaborations by contemporary media artists

BOA Editions, Ltd.
$30,000 Rochester, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of books of contemporary poetry.

Flower City Arts Center
$10,000 Rochester, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support an artist-in-residence program for visual artists.

**Rochester Fringe Festival, Inc.**
$25,000       Rochester, NY
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Rochester Fringe Festival.

**Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Inc.**
$10,000       Rochester, NY
Art Works — Music
To support a music education and engagement project for young people.

**University of Rochester (on behalf of Open Letter Books)**
$25,000       Rochester, NY
Art Works — Literature
To support Open Letter Books in the publication and promotion of work in translation.

**University of Rochester (on behalf of Memorial Art Gallery)**
$20,000       Rochester, NY
Art Works — Museums
To support the Memorial Art Gallery’s exhibition *The Path to Paradise: Judith Schaechter’s Stained-Glass Art* and an accompanying catalogue.

**University of Rochester**
$10,000       Rochester, NY
Art Works — Music
To support Portals, a performance project by the ensemble Zohn Collective.

**Visual Studies Workshop, Inc. (aka VSW)**
$20,000       Rochester, NY
Art Works — Media Arts
To support a series of curated screenings of contemporary experimental and avant-garde film and video works.

**Gateways Music Festival, Inc.**
$10,000       Rochester, NY, NY
Art Works — Music
To support the Gateways Music Festival.

**Salem Art Works**
$10,000       Salem, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support a summer artist residency program.

**Corporation of Yaddo**
$10,000       Saratoga Springs, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residencies for artists in the mid-to-late stage of their careers in music composition.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Rhinebeck Writers Retreat Inc
$10,000  Staatsburg, NY  
Art Works — Musical Theater  
To support residencies for musical theater writing teams.

Boundless Theatre Company, Inc.
$10,000  Sunnyside, NY  
Challenge America  
To support a mainstage production of a theater work such as *Hurricane* by Cuban-American playwright Nilo Cruz.

Flying Carpet Theater Inc. (aka Flying Carpet Theatre Company)
$10,000  Sunnyside, NY  
Challenge America  
To support a tour of an autobiographical tap performance by Andrew Nemr and associated outreach activities.

Central New York Jazz Arts Foundation, Inc.
$10,000  Syracuse, NY  
Art Works — Music  
To support the Jazz in the City neighborhood outreach concert series.

CNY Arts, Inc.
$30,000  Syracuse, NY  
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies  
To support a regional marketing initiative intended to increase participation in the arts in historically underserved communities.

Light Work Visual Studies, Inc. (aka Light Work)
$35,000  Syracuse, NY  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support a residency program for photographers.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (aka RPI)
$10,000  Troy, NY  
Art Works — Music  
To support the third annual seminar on spatial audio in acoustic environments with related workshops and performances.

Westchester Arts Council, Inc. (aka ArtsWestchester)
$20,000  White Plains, NY  
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies  
To support the commissioning and creation of works by Hudson Valley regional artists exploring the complexities of writing history and the role played by the media.

Center for Photography at Woodstock, Inc. (aka CPW)
$20,000  Woodstock, NY  

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent-grants/search.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a photography residency program with a focus on artists of color.

Maverick Concerts, Inc.
$20,000  Woodstock, NY
Art Works — Music
To support From Maverick to Woodstock: The Spirit of the Sixties, the 104th annual summer chamber festival.

Woodstock Guild of Craftsmen, Inc. (aka Woodstock Byrdcliffe Guild)
$15,000  Woodstock, NY
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residencies for visual artists, ceramicists, weavers, architects, writers, and composers at the Woodstock Byrdcliffe Guild.

City of Yonkers, New York (aka Yonkers)
$20,000  Yonkers, NY
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support continued development of a site-specific, public-art project to commemorate the emancipation of 18th-century enslaved Africans from the region.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
North Carolina

Number of Grants: 19  Total Dollar Amount: $391,000

Amico, Brandon
$25,000  Asheville, NC
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Asheville Art Museum Association, Inc. (aka Asheville Art Museum)
$30,000  Asheville, NC
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition Appalachia Now! and accompanying catalogue.

Black Mountain College Museum and Arts Center
$25,000  Asheville, NC
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition VanDerBeek + VanDerBeek, and accompanying catalogue.

LEAF Community Arts
$10,000  Black Mountain, NC
Art Works — Music
To support free musical performances and family-oriented activities at the LEAF Downtown festival.

Sun Publishing Company, Inc. (aka The Sun)
$15,000  Chapel Hill, NC
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication of the magazine The Sun.

University of North Carolina General Administration
$25,000  Chapel Hill, NC
Art Works — Media Arts
To support licensing fees and staff salaries for Reel South, a public television series supporting independent filmmakers working in or telling stories about the American South, at the University of North Carolina Center for Public Broadcasting.

Community School of the Arts
$20,000  Charlotte, NC
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a guest artist residency program.

American Dance Festival, Inc. (aka ADF)
$60,000  Durham, NC
Art Works — Dance
To support debuts at the American Dance Festival (ADF) and education activities.

Center for Documentary Studies (aka Full Frame Documentary Film Festival)
$30,000  Durham, NC
Art Works — Media Arts

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support filmmakers’ travel and venue rental costs for the 2019 Full Frame Documentary Film Festival.

**Duke University**  
$10,000  Durham, NC  
Art Works — Music  
To support the Black Atlantic festival by Duke Performances.

**Elsewhere, Inc**  
$25,000  Greensboro, NC  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support a site-specific residency program for Southern artists.

**Penland School of Crafts, Inc.**  
$20,000  Penland, NC  
Art Works — Artist Communities  
To support winter residencies in contemporary crafts.

**North Carolina Symphony Society, Inc. (aka North Carolina Symphony)**  
$10,000  Raleigh, NC  
Art Works — Music  
To support guest artist residencies featuring performances and community engagement.

**Stecoah Valley Arts, Crafts & Educational Center, Inc.**  
$10,000  Robbinsville, NC  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support An Appalachian Evening, a performing arts series.

**Central Carolina Community College**  
$10,000  Sanford, NC  
Challenge America  
To support performing and literary arts programming serving a tri-county region of rural North Carolina.

**Central Park NC (aka STARworks Center)**  
$20,000  Star, NC  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support residencies for artists in glass and ceramics.

**Cucalorus Film Foundation (aka Cucalorus)**  
$20,000  Wilmington, NC  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the 25th annual Cucalorus Film Festival and associated public programming.

**Louise Wells Cameron Art Museum (aka Cameron Art Museum)**  
$16,000  Wilmington, NC  
Art Works — Museums  
To support an exhibition by the artist collective, teamLab.

**University of North Carolina at Wilmington**

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/grants) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
$10,000    Wilmington, NC
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of the journal Ecotone.
North Dakota

Number of Grants: 1   Total Dollar Amount: $30,000

North Dakota Museum of Art (aka NDMOA)
$30,000        Grand Forks, ND
Art Works — Museums
To support the commission of photographs by Alex Webb and Rebecca Norris Webb.
Ohio

**Number of Grants: 29  Total Dollar Amount: $565,000**

**Martin, Hugh**
$25,000  Athens, OH
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Fevered Dreams Productions (aka Chagrin Documentary Film Festival)**
$20,000  Chagrin Falls, OH
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Chagrin Documentary Film Festival and related public programming.

**Cincinnati Ballet Company, Inc. (aka Cincinnati Ballet)**
$10,000  Cincinnati, OH
Art Works — Dance
To support the restaging of *Firebird* and *Rite of Spring* choreographed by Adam Hougland.

**Cincinnati Opera Association**
$30,000  Cincinnati, OH
Art Works — Opera
To support the presentation of *Porgy and Bess* by George Gershwin with related community engagement programming.

**Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park**
$10,000  Cincinnati, OH
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of *The Last Wide Open*, a new play by Audrey Cefaly.

**Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra**
$40,000  Cincinnati, OH
Art Works — Music
To support Classical Roots, a series of concerts and recitals in celebration of African-American musical heritage.

**Center for Arts-Inspired Learning**
$10,000  Cleveland, OH
Challenge America
To support visual and performing arts programming for youth.

**Cleveland International Film Festival, Inc. (aka CIFF)**
$20,000  Cleveland, OH
Art Works — Media Arts
To support community engagement programs related to the 43rd Cleveland International Film Festival, featuring contemporary feature-length and short films from around the world.

**Cleveland Modern Dance Association (aka DANCECleveland)**
$25,000  Cleveland, OH

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/grantsearch) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.

Art Works — Dance
To support dance presentations, a lecture-demonstration series, and a national dance convening.

**Cleveland Play House**
$15,000  Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Theater  
To support training and mentorship activities for emerging theater leaders in artistic direction and theater management.

**Cleveland Public Theatre, Inc.**
$15,000  Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *Rastus and Hattie*, a new play by Lisa Langford.

**Community Partnership for Arts and Culture (aka CPAC)**
$10,000  Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies  
To support an initiative to enhance accessibility in arts and culture for people with disabilities.

**Cuyahoga Community College Foundation (aka Tri-C Foundation)**
$20,000  Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Dance  
To support performances and residency activities of Beijing Contemporary Dance Theater.

**Cuyahoga Community College Foundation (aka Tri-C Foundation) (on behalf of Tri-C JazzFest Cleveland)**
$20,000  Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Music  
To support musical performances and educational activities at the Tri-C JazzFest.

**L.A.N.D. studio, Inc. (aka LAND studio)**
$25,000  Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Design  
To support a design process that highlights and connects cultural assets between the historic Hough and MidTown neighborhoods in Cleveland.

**Musical Arts Association (aka The Cleveland Orchestra)**
$40,000  Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Opera  
To support The Cleveland Orchestra’s new semi-staged production of *Ariadne auf Naxos* by Composer Richard Strauss with related educational and engagement activities.

**SPACES**
$30,000  Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support the SPACES World Artists Program.

**Zygote Press, Inc.**
Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.

$20,000    Cleveland, OH  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support the administration, management and execution of local, national, and international artist residencies.

Apollo's Fire, The Cleveland Baroque Orchestra (aka Apollo's Fire Baroque Orchestra)  
$35,000    Cleveland Heights, OH  
Art Works — Music  
To support performances of Bach's Mass in B Minor on period instruments with related educational activities.

Ballet Metropolitan, Inc. (aka BalletMet)  
$15,000    Columbus, OH  
Art Works — Dance  
To support a program of ballets choreographed by Artistic Director Edwaard Liang.

Columbus Museum of Art (aka CMA)  
$20,000    Columbus, OH  
Art Works — Museums  
To support Teen Open Studio, a drop-in art program offered free to Central Ohio teens.

OhioDance  
$10,000    Columbus, OH  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the virtual archiving and accessibility of Ohio's dance history.

Opera Association of Central Ohio (aka Opera Columbus)  
$20,000    Columbus, OH  
Art Works — Opera  
To support the world premiere performances of The Flood, a new chamber opera by Composer Korine Fujiwara and Librettist Stephen Wadsworth.

Wexner Center Foundation  
$15,000    Columbus, OH  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support series of multidisciplinary events.

Muse Machine  
$20,000    Dayton, OH  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support a theater-based artist residency program.

Central Ohio Symphony, Inc.  
$10,000    Delaware, OH  
Challenge America  
To support a concert performance including a world premiere film screening and score, and related outreach activities.
Kenyon Review  
$15,000 Gambier, OH  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the publication and promotion of the print magazine and KR Online.

Slowik Music Institute (aka Credo Music)  
$10,000 Oberlin, OH  
Art Works — Music  
To support Credo Music's annual summer chamber music festival, an artist mentoring program for emerging musicians.

Verb Ballets  
$10,000 Shaker Heights, OH  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation performances of historic works by choreographer Ian Horvath and the completion of a documentary film about his life and career.
Oklahoma

Number of Grants: 4    Total Dollar Amount: $85,000

University of Central Oklahoma (on behalf of Oklahoma A+ Schools)
$25,000    Edmond, OK
Art Works — Arts Education
To support Oklahoma A+ Schools' arts integration professional development program for principals.

Oklahoma Arts Institute Inc
$20,000    Oklahoma City, OK
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Oklahoma Summer Arts Institute.

Oklahoma Visual Arts Coalition, Inc. (aka Oklahoma Visual Arts Coalition (OVAC))
$20,000    Oklahoma City, OK
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Oklahoma Arts Writing and Curatorial Fellowship, a mentorship opportunity for writers, critics, curators and educators.

Philbrook Museum of Art, Inc.
$20,000    Tulsa, OK
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition Making Modern America.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Oregon

Number of Grants: 20  Total Dollar Amount: $550,000

Oregon Shakespeare Festival Association (aka Oregon Shakespeare Festival)
$100,000  Ashland, OR
Art Works — Theater
To support world premiere productions of *Mother Road* by Octavio Solis and *Between Two Knees* by satirical sketch comedy group the 1491s.

Southern Oregon Film Society (aka Ashland Independent Film Festival)
$10,000  Ashland, OR
Art Works — Media Arts
To support educational programming at the Ashland Independent Film Festival (AIFF).

University of Oregon
$25,000  Eugene, OR
Art Works — Design
To support a series of educational workshops, lectures, and exhibitions featuring product design in Oregon.

University of Oregon (on behalf of Oregon Folklife Network)
$55,000  Eugene, OR
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Oregon Folklife Network's research of the North and Central Oregon Coasts.

BodyVox
$10,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Dance
To support BodyVox’s performance tour of Oregon.

Boom Arts, Inc.
$20,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Acting Out Festival.

Chamber Music Northwest
$20,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Music
To support the Chamber Music Northwest Summer Festival.

Hatchery Arts (aka Hollywood Fringe Festival)
$20,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a professional development program for first-time producers at the Hollywood Fringe Festival.

Miracle Theatre Group (aka Milagro)
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$10,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Theater
To support Milagro's production of *Wolf at the Door* by Marisela Treviño Orta.

**Oregon Ballet Theatre (aka OBT)**
$15,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Dance
To support the company premiere of Alvin Ailey's *Night Creature*.

**Oregon Symphony Association (aka Oregon Symphony)**
$20,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Music
To support SoundStories, a performance project celebrating the power of storytelling.

**Portland Center Stage (aka Portland Center Stage at The Armory)**
$20,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere of *Crossing Mnisose*, by playwright Mary Kathryn Nagle.

**Portland Institute for Contemporary Art (aka PICA)**
$60,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Time-Based Art Festival.

**Portland Opera Association Inc.**
$15,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Opera
To support a new production of *As One* by Composer Laura Kaminsky, Librettist Mark Campbell, and Librettist/Filmmaker Kimberly Reed.

**Portland Playhouse**
$10,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Theater
To support the production of *No Candy* by playwright Emma Stanton.

**Portland State University**
$30,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Museums
To support a contemporary art initiative and artist residency within a public elementary school.

**The Circus Project**
$35,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support circus arts training for youth.

**White Bird**
$40,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Dance

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/search.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
To support the presentation of dance companies as part of the White Bird Uncaged series.

Young Audiences of Oregon, Inc. (aka Young Audiences of Oregon & SW Washington)
$25,000  Portland, OR
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a professional development program for teaching artists.

Playa
$10,000  Summer Lake, OR
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support public forums about critical environmental and social issues facilitated by artists and scientists in residence.
Pennsylvania

Number of Grants: 51  Total Dollar Amount: $1,117,500

Shining Light Ministries, Inc.
$10,000  Annville, PA
Challenge America
To support performing arts workshops and performances with inmates at a Pennsylvania state correctional institution.

Bloomsburg Theatre Ensemble Inc. (aka BTE)
$10,000  Bloomsburg, PA
Challenge America
To support a theater production of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time in rural Pennsylvania and related outreach activities.

Erie Philharmonic (aka Erie Phil)
$10,000  Erie, PA
Challenge America
To support a concert performance by violinist Simone Porter, with associated outreach activities.

Harrisburg Area Community College Foundation (aka HACC Foundation)
$10,000  Harrisburg, PA
Challenge America
To support an artist residency by dance company CONTRA-TIEMPO Urban Latin Dance Theater and founder Ana Maria Alvarez.

1901 Church (aka The Steeples Project)
$40,000  Jennerstown, PA
Art Works — Design
To support architectural design services for the conversion of Johnstown's former St. Columba church into the Columba Theatre.

Learning Lamp, Inc.
$10,000  Johnstown, PA
Challenge America
To support the Children’s Book Festival of Johnstown.

People's Light & Theatre Company (aka People's Light)
$40,000  Malvern, PA
Art Works — Theater
To support the New Play Frontiers commissions and development program, and the production of Mud Row by Dominique Morisseau.

Stanford, Eleanor
$25,000  Merion Station, PA
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature
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Susquehanna Folk Music Society, Inc.
$20,000     New Cumberland, PA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Susquehanna Folk Festival.

Arden Theatre Company
$15,000     Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of 74 Seconds... To Judgment, a new play by Philadelphia playwright Kash Goins.

ArtistYear
$15,000     Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support professional development training for ArtistYear AmeriCorps Fellows.

Artreach, Inc.
$20,000     Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support arts access programs for people with disabilities.

Asian Americans United, Inc. (aka AAU)
$10,000     Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Chinatown Mid-Autumn Festival.

BalletX
$10,000     Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Dance
To support sets and costumes for Le Petit Prince, a new ballet that is part of the Female Choreographic Visionaries initiative.

Black Pearl Chamber Orchestra, Inc
$10,000     Philadelphia, PA
Challenge America
To support concert performances and related outreach activities in honor of Black History and Women’s History months.

Brandywine Workshop and Archives (aka Brandywine Workshop and Archives)
$25,000     Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the exhibition Above and Below: The Relief Prints of John T. Scott (1940-2007) with complimentary printmaking workshops for high school students.

Center for Art in Wood Inc.
$10,000     Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support the Windgate ITE International Residency Program.
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Center for Emerging Visual Artists (aka CFEVA)
$30,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Visual Artist Fellowship program.

Collaborative Cataloging Japan
$20,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support preservation, exhibition, and distribution costs for the Japanese Expanded Cinema Project, showcasing experimental moving image works of the 1960s from avant-garde Japanese artists.

Community Design Collaborative of Philadelphia (aka Community Design Collaborative)
$35,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Design
To support a publication and traveling exhibition for Sacred Places/Civic Spaces, a design initiative that re-envision underutilized religious properties as community hubs.

COSACOSA art at large, Inc.
$30,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a series of participatory art projects.

Crossing, Inc. (aka The Crossing)
$25,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Music
To support the development and world premiere of Aniara, a new choral work with theatrical elements.

Curtis Institute of Music
$30,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Opera
To support the production and presentation of Empty the House by Composer Rene Orth and libretto by Mark Campbell, alongside a commission by Orth with related community engagement programming.

Fabric Workshop and Museum, Inc. (aka FWM)
$60,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Museums
To support the museum's artist-in-residence program.

First Person Arts
$25,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support Becoming Philadelphia, a live storytelling series at the First Person Arts Festival.

Glen Foerd Conservation Corporation (aka Glen Foerd on the Delaware)
$15,000 Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Museums
To support an artist-in-residence program at the Glen Foerd on the Delaware.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International House Philadelphia, Inc. (aka International House Philadelphia)</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Media Arts</td>
<td>To support year-round film screenings and associated public programming at the Lightbox Film Center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlboro School of Music, Inc. (aka Marlboro Music)</td>
<td>$35,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>To support Marlboro Music's Invited Master Artist Initiative, a professional development project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Paradise Laboratories Theatre, Inc. (aka New Paradise Labs)</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Theater</td>
<td>To support a production of <em>The Long End Foundation</em> by Alice Tuan, Abraham Burickson, and Whit MacLaughlin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Chamber Music Society</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>To support a vocal music project of art songs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Dance Company (aka PHILADANCO!)</td>
<td>$35,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Dance</td>
<td>To support free student matinees, choreographic workshops, and professional training and rehearsals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Folklore Project</td>
<td>$25,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Folk &amp; Traditional Arts</td>
<td>To support fieldwork and artist residencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Mural Arts Advocates (aka Mural Arts Philadelphia)</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Presenting &amp; Multidisciplinary Works</td>
<td>To support public art installations and a festival at the Rail Park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Theatre Company (aka PTC)</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Theater</td>
<td>To support the world premiere production of <em>How to Catch Creation</em> by Christina Anderson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Young Playwrights</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td>Arts Education</td>
<td>To support the Core Playwriting Program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlayPenn, Inc.</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>Philadelphia, PA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Art Works — Theater
To support a new play development conference.

**Tempesta di Mare, Inc. (aka Philadelphia Baroque Orchestra Tempesta di Mare)**
$10,000  Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Music
To support an early music performance project.

**Tiny WPA**
$40,000  Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Design
To support the Building Hero Project, a community design training program.

**Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania (aka University of Pennsylvania)**
$20,000  Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Music
To support A Series of Early Music Concerts and Premieres of New Work on the Topic of Migration, a music presenting project by the Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts.

**Village of Arts and Humanities Inc. (aka the Village)**
$50,000  Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Civic Power Studio.

**Wilma Theater, Inc. (aka The Wilma Theater)**
$15,000  Philadelphia, PA
Art Works — Theater
To support the development and world premiere production of *Dionysus Was Such a Nice Man*, a new play by Kate Tarker.

**Carnegie Mellon University**
$20,000  Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Art && Code Symposium, a conference series showcasing artists and practitioners working in new media and interactive design, organized by the Frank-Ratchye STUDIO for Creative Inquiry at Carnegie Mellon University.

**City of Asylum Pittsburgh**
$35,000  Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Jazz Poetry Month Festival.

**City Theatre Company, Inc. (aka City Theatre)**
$15,000  Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Theater
To support world premiere production of *We Are Among Us*, a new play by Stephen Belber.

**Community Theater Project Corporation (aka Kelly Strayhorn Theater)**

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
$30,000 Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the FutureMakers Initiative, a commissioning and presenting program at the Kelly Strayhorn Theater.

Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council (aka GPAC)
$30,000 Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support the Increasing Accessibility in Pittsburgh's Arts and Culture initiative.

Johnson, Jenny
$25,000 Pittsburgh, PA
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Manchester Craftsmen's Guild (aka MCG Jazz)
$12,500 Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Music
To support a jazz concert series featuring artists and orchestras of various styles.

Mattress Factory, Ltd. (aka Mattress Factory)
$25,000 Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Museums
To support Factory Installed 2019, a series of site specific work created by artists-in-residence.

Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre, Inc. (aka Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre)
$15,000 Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Dance
To support the creation and presentation of collaborative production with the Dance Theatre of Harlem.

Squonk Opera, Inc.
$20,000 Pittsburgh, PA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the creation and presentation of HAND to HAND, a multidisciplinary spectacle work.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval.
Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Puerto Rico

Number of Grants: 2   Total Dollar Amount: $50,000

Mauro Inc
$10,000       San Juan, PR
Art Works — Arts Education
To support therapeutic arts programs for youth.

Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Puerto Rico, Inc. (aka MAC)
$40,000       San Juan, PR
Art Works — Museums
To support a series of commissions and artist residencies in neighborhoods affected by Hurricane Maria.
Rhode Island

**Number of Grants:** 7   **Total Dollar Amount:** $145,000

**Alliance of Artists Communities**
$25,000     Providence, RI
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support an initiative to strengthen the artist communities field by identifying and expanding opportunities for performing artists.

**DownCity Design**
$35,000     Providence, RI
Art Works — Design
To support Access Providence, a free design education program for Providence youth.

**Everett**
$15,000     Providence, RI
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the presentation of the dance-theater work *Good Grief*.

**New Urban Arts**
$15,000     Providence, RI
Art Works — Arts Education
To support an arts mentorship program for underserved high school students.

**Providence Children’s Museum**
$30,000     Providence, RI
Art Works — Design
To support the Creativity Initiative, a new program that engages local designers and artists to create immersive, hands-on design exhibits and educational programming for youth.

**Rhode Island Latino Arts**
$10,000     Providence, RI
Challenge America
To support a bilingual performing arts program for youth.

**Trinity Repertory Company (aka Trinity Rep)**
$15,000     Providence, RI
Art Works — Theater
To support the production of *Black Odyssey* by Marcus Gardley and related community engagement efforts.

_Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants._
South Carolina

Number of Grants: 5   Total Dollar Amount: $125,000

Aiken Music Festival (aka Joye in Aiken)
$10,000   Aiken, SC
Challenge America
To support the Joye in Aiken Performing Arts Festival, featuring public concert performances and related educational activities provided by artists representing the Juilliard School in New York City.

College of Charleston
$30,000   Charleston, SC
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support an exhibition at the Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art by interdisciplinary artist Jennifer Wen Ma (b. 1973).

Spoleto Festival USA
$35,000   Charleston, SC
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support artist fees at the Spoleto Festival.

Columbia Film Society
$20,000   Columbia, SC
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Indie Grits Film Festival and associated public programming.

Columbia Museum of Art
$30,000   Columbia, SC
Art Works — Museums
To support Access CMA, an initiative designed to enhance the museum visitor’s experience.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
South Dakota

Number of Grants: 3    Total Dollar Amount: $42,500

Cheyenne River Youth Project, Inc.
$20,000    Eagle Butte, SD
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Waniyetu Wowapi Lakota Youth Arts and Culture Institute.

Thunder Valley Community Development Corporation
$10,000    Porcupine, SD
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support a series of traditional Lakota art classes for youth and the creation of public art.

South Dakota Symphony Orchestra (aka SDSO)
$12,500    Sioux Falls, SD
Art Works — Music
To support the Lakota Music Project.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Tennessee

**Number of Grants: 14  Total Dollar Amount: $235,000**

**Chattanooga Symphony and Opera Association (aka Chattanooga Symphony & Opera)**

$15,000  Chattanooga, TN  
Art Works — Opera  
To support the presentation of *Carmen* by Georges Bizet with related community engagement programming.

**Ballet Memphis Corporation (aka Ballet Memphis)**

$10,000  Cordova, TN  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the creation and presentation of new and existing dance works.

**International Storytelling Association**

$25,000  Jonesborough, TN  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support Storytelling Live!, a seasonal teller-in-residence program.

**Jubilee Community Arts, Inc. (aka Laurel Theater)**

$20,000  Knoxville, TN  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support traditional music performances at the Laurel Theater.

**Knoxville Opera Company (aka Knoxville Opera)**

$10,000  Knoxville, TN  
Challenge America  
To support a series of free public performances, in-school productions, and education programs intended to engage underserved audiences of East Tennessee.

**Blues City Cultural Center (aka BCCC)**

$10,000  Memphis, TN  
Challenge America  
To support an arts-based conflict resolution project for youth and their families, including staged theater productions and related community programs providing alternatives to violence and high-risk behavior.

**Skaja, Emily**

$25,000  Memphis, TN  
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Belcourt Theatre, Inc.**

$20,000  Nashville, TN  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the presentation of several curated film series and related public programming.

**DeColo, Kendra**

$25,000  Nashville, TN  

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov/secured/grantsearch/reviewgrants.cfm) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Intersection**
$10,000  Nashville, TN
Art Works — Music
To support chamber music concerts and outreach programs featuring the music of Hannibal Lokumbe.

**Nashville Academy Theatre and Nashville Children's Theatre Association (aka Nashville Children's Theatre)**
$10,000  Nashville, TN
Art Works — Theater
To support the production of *Ghost* by Idris Goodwin.

**Nashville Ballet**
$15,000  Nashville, TN
Art Works — Dance
To support the salaries for the creation and presentation of *Lucy Negro, Redux*, an original, contemporary ballet conceived and choreographed by Artistic Director Paul Vasterling in collaboration with Poet Caroline Randall Williams and Composer Rhiannon Giddens.

**Nashville Symphony Association (aka Nashville Symphony)**
$20,000  Nashville, TN
Art Works — Music
To support a performance and recording project of an orchestral work by an American composer.

**OZ Arts, Inc.**
$20,000  Nashville, TN
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the development and presentation of *This Holding*.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](#) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Texas

**Number of Grants: 52  Total Dollar Amount: $1,277,000**

**Austin Film Society**
$25,000    Austin, TX
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the presentation of several curated film and video series.

**Austin Independent School District (aka AISD)**
$50,000    Austin, TX
Art Works — Arts Education
To support the collective impact project Breaking Down Barriers: Sustaining Creative Learning Campuses as part of the Creative Learning Initiative in Austin.

**Center for Women & Their Work (aka Women & Their Work)**
$25,000    Austin, TX
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support a series of solo exhibitions with a focus on emerging and mid-career women artists of Texas

**Clark, Charlie**
$25,000    Austin, TX
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

**Creative Action**
$50,000    Austin, TX
Art Works — Arts Education
To support creative youth development programs for teens in film, theater, and visual arts.

**Fuse Box Austin**
$25,000    Austin, TX
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support presentations at the Fusebox Festival.

**Puerto Rican Folkloric Dance, Inc. (aka Puerto Rican Cultural Center)**
$20,000    Austin, TX
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support Celebrando 2019, a festival of Puerto Rican arts and culture.

**TILT**
$10,000    Austin, TX
Challenge America
To support the creation and production of an original musical written for artists with disabilities.

**Visions In Rhythm (aka Tapestry Dance Company)**
$10,000    Austin, TX
Art Works — Dance

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](http://www.nea.gov) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
To support the 19th annual Soul to Sole Festival, a national education and performance forum for the art of tap dance.

**VSA arts of Texas (aka VSA Texas)**
$10,000  Austin, TX  
Challenge America  
To support visual art exhibitions and theater productions associated with the Austin Veteran Arts Festival.

**Zachary Scott Theater Center (aka ZACH Theatre)**
$30,000  Austin, TX  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a production of *Notes From the Field* by Anna Deavere Smith.

**Art Museum of Southeast Texas (aka AMSET)**
$10,000  Beaumont, TX  
Challenge America  
To support a site-specific mixed-media installation by visual artist Joo Young Choi and related outreach activities.

**Big Thought (aka (formerly Young Audiences of Greater Dallas))**
$100,000  Dallas, TX  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support Dallas City of Learning (DCOL), a collective impact project.

**buildingcommunityWORKSHOP (aka bcWORKSHOP)**
$25,000  Dallas, TX  
Art Works — Design  
To support a design and public space programming project to activate underutilized Browder Plaza in downtown Dallas.

**Dallas Black Dance Theatre**
$15,000  Dallas, TX  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the Cultural Awareness dance performance series.

**Dallas Museum of Art (aka DMA)**
$55,000  Dallas, TX  
Art Works — Museums  
To support a traveling exhibition highlighting artist Berthe Morisot’s role as an essential figure within the Impressionist movement.

**Dallas Opera**
$40,000  Dallas, TX  
Art Works — Opera  
To support the world premiere of *The Diving Bell and the Butterfly* by Composer Joby Talbot and Librettist Gene Scheer with related community engagement programming.

_Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants._
Dallas Symphony Association, Inc. (aka Dallas Symphony Orchestra)
$20,000  Dallas, TX
Art Works — Music
To support ReMix, a concert series.

Dallas Theater Center
$25,000  Dallas, TX
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of penny candy — a confection by Dallas playwright Jonathan Norton.

Nasher Sculpture Center
$25,000  Dallas, TX
Art Works — Museums
To support the traveling exhibition Harry Bertoia: Sculpting Mid-Century Modern Life and an accompanying catalogue.

Texas International Theatrical Arts Society (aka TITAS Presents)
$15,000  Dallas, TX
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation of Dorrance Dance and related education and engagement activities.

Video Association of Dallas, Inc. (aka Dallas VideoFest)
$10,000  Dallas, TX
Art Works — Media Arts
To support VideoFest 32 and associated public programming dedicated to promoting an understanding of video as a creative visual arts medium and cultural connector.

El Paso Symphony Orchestra Association, Inc. (aka El Paso Symphony Orchestra)
$15,000  El Paso, TX
Art Works — Music
To support a youth orchestra festival.

Pimentel, Sasha
$25,000  El Paso, TX
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Kimbell Art Foundation (aka Kimbell Art Museum)
$30,000  Fort Worth, TX
Art Works — Museums
To support the exhibition The Lure of Dresden: Bellotto at the Court of Saxony at the Kimbell Art Museum.

Van Cliburn Foundation, Inc. (aka The Cliburn)
$10,000  Fort Worth, TX
Art Works — Music
To support the Second Cliburn International Junior Piano Competition and Festival in Dallas, Texas.

Galveston Arts Center, Inc. (aka Galveston Arts Center)
Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
$20,000  Galveston, TX  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support a series of exhibitions featuring emerging and established artists from Texas and the Gulf Coast region.

**Alley Theatre**  
$20,000  Houston, TX  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the world premiere production of *The Carpenter*, a new play by Robert Askins.

**Aurora Picture Show (aka Aurora)**  
$15,000  Houston, TX  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support a year-round moving image series featuring artists and filmmakers using interdisciplinary or unconventional approaches for the creation of media art, and related public programming.

**Da Camera Society of Texas (aka Da Camera chamber music & jazz)**  
$25,000  Houston, TX  
Art Works — Music  
To support presentations of chamber music and jazz with related community engagement activities.

**Ensemble Theatre (aka The Ensemble Theatre)**  
$20,000  Houston, TX  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a production of *Too Heavy for Your Pocket* by Jireh Breon Holder.

**Gulf Coast: A Journal of Literature & Fine Arts (aka Gulf Coast)**  
$10,000  Houston, TX  
Art Works — Literature  
To support the publication and promotion of the journal *Gulf Coast*.

**Houston Architecture Foundation (aka Architecture Center Houston)**  
$12,000  Houston, TX  
Art Works — Design  
To support the exhibition *The Architecture of Exhibition Design* at Architecture Center Houston.

**Houston Ballet Foundation (aka Houston Ballet)**  
$40,000  Houston, TX  
Art Works — Dance  
To support rehearsal periods of new repertory works.

**Houston Cinema Arts Society**  
$20,000  Houston, TX  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the 2019 Houston Cinema Arts Festival and associated free and low-cost public programming throughout the year.

**Houston Grand Opera Association, Inc.**

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.endowment.gov) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
$80,000  Houston, TX
Art Works — Opera
To support the production and presentation of the world premiere of The Phoenix by Composer Tarik O'Regan and Librettist John Caird with related community engagement programming.

**Houston Museum of African American Culture (aka HMAAC)**
$15,000  Houston, TX
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support a series of community-based programs celebrating African-American costumery, dance, music, and processions.

**Menil Foundation, Inc. (aka The Menil Collection)**
$35,000  Houston, TX
Art Works — Museums
To support the The Menil Collection’s exhibition Roni Horn: When I Breathe, I Draw.

**Miller Theatre Advisory Board, Inc.**
$20,000  Houston, TX
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Gulf Coast Juneteenth.

**Museum of Fine Arts Houston (aka MFAH)**
$30,000  Houston, TX
Art Works — Museums
To support an exhibition featuring the work of Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890).

**Society for the Performing Arts (aka SPA)**
$15,000  Houston, TX
Art Works — Dance
To support the presentation of Dorrance Dance.

**Theatre Under The Stars, Inc. (aka TUTS)**
$10,000  Houston, TX
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support a production of Seussical by Lynn Ahrens and Steven Flaherty, using the Public Works model of community engagement.

**University of Houston (on behalf of Arte Publico Press)**
$20,000  Houston, TX
Art Works — Literature
To support Arte Público Press in the publication and promotion of books of fiction.

**Workshop Houston**
$10,000  Houston, TX
Challenge America
To support an educational mural arts program for youth.

**Angelina Arts Alliance, Inc.**

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.*
$10,000        Lufkin, TX
Challenge America
To support concert performances by Black Violin.

**University of Texas of the Permian Basin**
$10,000        Odessa, TX
Challenge America
To support the West Texas Guitar Festival in rural Odessa, Texas, with associated educational activities.

**Chamberlain Ballet (aka Chamberlain Performing Arts)**
$10,000        Plano, TX
Challenge America
To support a community performance of *The Nutcracker*.

**Artpace, Inc. (aka Artpace San Antonio)**
$40,000        San Antonio, TX
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support City-Wide Open Studios, a public art commissioning project and professional development program.

**Luminaria**
$25,000        San Antonio, TX
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Luminaria Festival.

**National Association of Latino Arts and Culture (aka NALAC)**
$35,000        San Antonio, TX
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support professional development activities for arts administrators.

**Youth Orchestras of San Antonio (aka YOSA)**
$10,000        San Antonio, TX
Art Works — Music
To support the annual YOSA Invitational music festival featuring youth bands and orchestras.

**Wichita Falls Alliance for Arts & Culture**
$20,000        Wichita Falls, TX
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support an initiative to expand training opportunities for arts managers in rural communities in North Central Texas.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://arts.gov) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Utah

Number of Grants: 9   Total Dollar Amount: $250,000

Moab Music Festival, Inc.
$10,000   Moab, UT
Challenge America
To support the annual Moab Music Festival, featuring guest artists, baritone John Brancy and pianist Peter Dugan.

Sundance Children's Theatre Inc. (aka Sundance Institute Theatre Program)
$65,000   Park City, UT
Art Works — Theater
To support the Sundance Institute Theatre Program's annual Theatre Lab, a residency program for theater artists.

Sundance Institute
$100,000   Park City, UT
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the Creative Distribution Initiative (CDI), a distribution service and resource to assist filmmakers navigating the changing business of independent film.

Ballet West
$15,000   Salt Lake City, UT
Art Works — Dance
To support Ballet West's World Choreographic Festival.

Craft Lake City (aka Craft Lake City (CLC))
$10,000   Salt Lake City, UT
Challenge America
To support the annual Craft Lake City DIY (Do It Yourself) Festival in downtown Salt Lake City, and related outreach.

Salt Lake Arts Council Foundation
$10,000   Salt Lake City, UT
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Living Traditions Festival.

Spy Hop Productions, Inc. (aka Spy Hop)
$15,000   Salt Lake City, UT
Art Works — Arts Education
To support PitchNic, an advanced level filmmaking program for Salt Lake City area high school students.

Utah Arts Festival Foundation, Inc.
$10,000   Salt Lake City, UT
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Utah Arts Festival.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Utah Symphony & Opera
$15,000  Salt Lake City, UT
Art Works — Music
To support an orchestral performance project highlighting works by contemporary composers.
Vermont

Number of Grants: 6    Total Dollar Amount: $105,000

New England Youth Theater (aka NEYT)
$10,000    Brattleboro, VT
Challenge America
To support the Theatre Adventure Program, a theater arts program designed for youth and adults with disabilities.

Burlington City Arts Foundation (aka Burlington City Arts)
$25,000    Burlington, VT
Art Works — Local Arts Agencies
To support contemporary visual arts and multidisciplinary exhibitions and related public programming.

Marble House Project, Inc. (aka MHP)
$20,000    Dorset, VT
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support multidisciplinary artists residencies and related activities.

Vermont Studio Center, Inc. (aka VSC)
$10,000    Johnson, VT
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support residencies for visual artists.

Vermont Folklife Center
$25,000    Middlebury, VT
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Vermont Cartooning & Culture Project.

Sandglass Center for Puppetry and Theater Research (aka Sandglass Theater)
$15,000    Putney, VT
Art Works — Theater
To support the production and touring of Don't Rock the Boat, a new puppet theater project.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Virginia

Number of Grants: 17  Total Dollar Amount: $315,000

Barter Foundation, Incorporated State Theatre of Virginia (aka Barter Theatre)
$10,000  Abingdon, VA
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support the Barter Theatre's world premiere of We'll Meet Again, a new musical by playwright James Harris and composer Mark Hayes.

Virginia Center for the Creative Arts (aka VCCA)
$10,000  Amherst, VA
Art Works — Artist Communities
To support leadership residencies for emerging arts administrators.

Signature Theatre, Inc. (aka Signature)
$25,000  Arlington, VA
Art Works — Theater
To support the production of Heather McDonald's new play, Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity.

UrbanArias, Inc.
$25,000  Arlington, VA
Art Works — Opera
To support the Washington, D.C., premiere production of the opera Fellow Travelers by Composer Gregory Spears and Librettist Greg Pierce.

Noemi Press
$10,000  Blacksburg, VA
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of new books of poetry.

Woolard, Amy
$25,000  Charlottesville, VA
Literature Fellowships: Creative Writing — Literature

Folkstreams, Inc.
$25,000  Delaplane, VA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support Folkstreams.net.

Fairfax Symphony Orchestra (aka FSO)
$10,000  Fairfax, VA
Challenge America
To support music performances by Amit Peled and the Peabody Peled Cello Gang, with associated education programs.

Rappahannock Foundation, Inc. (aka Rappahannock Foundation for the Arts (RFA))

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
$10,000 Kilmarnock, VA  
Challenge America  
To support musical performances by guest artists.

**Eastern Shore of Virginia Barrier Islands Center (aka Barrier Islands Center)**  
$10,000 Machipongo, VA  
Challenge America  
To support music performances and workshops at the Art and Music on the Farm festival.

**Chrysler Museum Inc. (aka Chrysler Museum of Art)**  
$40,000 Norfolk, VA  
Art Works — Museums  
To support the traveling exhibition *Jefferson and Palladio: Designing Young America* and an accompanying catalogue.

**Virginia Arts Festival, Inc.**  
$10,000 Norfolk, VA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of dance companies as part of the festival's dance series, Create, Experience, Explore.

**Virginia Stage Company**  
$20,000 Norfolk, VA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a production of *The Bluest Eye*, adapted by Lydia R. Diamond from the 1970 novel by Toni Morrison.

**ART 180 (aka ART 180)**  
$10,000 Richmond, VA  
Art Works — Arts Education  
To support after-school arts programming for teens from underserved communities.

**Richmond Ballet, Inc.**  
$10,000 Richmond, VA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the creation and presentation of a new dance as part of the New Works Festival.

**Virginia Commonwealth University (aka VCU) (on behalf of Institute for Contemporary Art)**  
$45,000 Richmond, VA  
Art Works — Museums  
To support Institute of Contemporary Art's Great Force, an exhibition presenting work by contemporary artists that explores racial constructs within the United States.

**American Shakespeare Center**  
$20,000 Staunton, VA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support the production of new plays as part of Shakespeare's New Contemporaries, a new play competition.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/arts/news/grants/grant-search.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Washington

Number of Grants: 37  Total Dollar Amount: $940,500

KidsQuest Children's Museum (aka KidsQuest)
$10,000    Bellevue, WA
Challenge America
To support a series of sculpture workshops at local libraries, with an associated culminating event.

Pickford Film Center
$20,000    Bellingham, WA
Art Works — Media Arts
To support the presentation of several curated film and video series and related public programming with a focus on strengthening community through education, dialogue, and the celebration of independent film.

Village Theatre
$25,000    Issaquah, WA
Art Works — Musical Theater
To support developmental productions of new musicals as part of the Beta Series, a new work development program.

Icicle Creek Center for the Arts
$10,000    Leavenworth, WA
Art Works — Music
To support the Icicle Creek Visiting Artist Series.

Washington Center for the Performing Arts (aka The Center)
$10,000    Olympia, WA
Challenge America
To support performances and educational programming by a cappella group Six Appeal, public radio producer Ira Glass, and ukulele player and composer Taimane Gardner.

Washington State Parks and Recreation Commission (aka WSP)
$30,000    Olympia, WA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the folk and traditional arts programming of Washington State Parks.

Copper Canyon Press
$70,000    Port Townsend, WA
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of books of poetry, including work in translation.

Puget Sound Educational Service District (aka Arts Impact, PSESD)
$60,000    Renton, WA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support professional development programming for teachers and administrators.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Anindo Chatterjee Institute of Tabla (aka ACIT Seattle)
$10,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support a series of performances and workshops with master musicians of Hindustani music.

Artist Trust
$20,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support professional development services for artists in Washington State.

Arts and Visually Impaired Audiences (aka AVIA)
$10,000 Seattle, WA
Challenge America
To support a series of accessible gallery tours and audio workshops for blind and visually impaired students.

Arts Corps
$35,500 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Arts Education
To support a multidisciplinary arts education program for Seattle youth from underserved communities.

Center for Religious Humanism (aka Image)
$10,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Literature
To support the publication and promotion of the journal Image.

Earshot Jazz Society of Seattle (aka Earshot Jazz)
$25,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Music
To support musical performances and other activities at the Earshot Jazz Festival.

Glass Art Society, Inc. (aka GAS)
$20,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Visual Arts
To support the Glass Art Society’s journal and documentation efforts for the annual conference for glass artists in St. Petersburg, Florida.

Humanities Washington
$40,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the documentation of the folk and traditional arts of the Twin Harbors region of Washington.

Music of Remembrance
$25,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Opera
To support the commissioning, production, premiere, and additional performances of The Parting, a chamber opera by Guggenheim Award-winning Composer Tom Cipullo and Librettist David Mason.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Northwest Film Forum  
$20,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the Children's Film Festival Seattle and associated community outreach activities, such as a touring program of curated films from the festival.

Northwest Folklife (aka NWFL)  
$10,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts  
To support Youth Rising, a mentorship program for youth.

On the Boards  
$15,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support creative rehearsals and technical residencies for dance artists and provide media documentation.

Pacific Northwest Ballet Association (aka Pacific Northwest Ballet (PNB))  
$50,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of dance works and engagement activities by emerging and established choreographers.

Pacific Northwest Center for Architecture and Design (aka Design in Public)  
$20,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Design  
To support Design in Public's Seattle Design Festival, including a multidisciplinary lecture series, public tours, events, and an exhibition.

Pat Graney Performance, Inc. (aka PAT GRANEY COMPANY)  
$15,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the rehearsals and design for ATTIC, a new dance/installation work by Pat Graney.

Pilchuck Glass School (aka Pilchuck)  
$20,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Visual Arts  
To support the Pilchuck Glass School artist residency program.

Seattle Architectural Foundation (aka Seattle Architecture Foundation)  
$20,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Design  
To support a series of design learning and engagement programs for youth and families.

Seattle Art Museum (aka SAM)  
$20,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Museums

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
To support the new installation and interpretation of the permanent collection galleries at the Seattle Asian Art Museum (SAAM).

**Seattle Children’s Theatre Association (aka Seattle Children’s Theatre (SCT))**
$25,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Theater  
To support a production of *The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane*, adapted by Dwayne Hartford from the book by Kate DiCamillo.

**Seattle Opera**
$30,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Opera  
To support performances of the opera *The (R)evolution of Steve Jobs* by Composer Mason Bates and Librettist Mark Campbell, a co-commissioning project with San Francisco Opera, Santa Fe Opera, and co-produced with Indiana University's Jacobs School of Music

**Seattle Pro Musica**
$10,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Music  
To support Pacific Voices: Music of Asia, a choral music performance project.

**Seattle Repertory Theatre (aka Seattle Rep)**
$35,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Musical Theater  
To support a production of Christina Ham's *Nina Simone: Four Women*, featuring the music of Nina Simone.

**Seattle Symphony Orchestra, Inc. (aka Seattle Symphony)**
$45,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Music  
To support New Music Works, a performance project featuring new orchestral and chamber music works, as well as a composition workshop for young composers.

**Seattle Theatre Group (aka STG)**
$20,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Dance  
To support the presentation of dance companies.

**Shunpike**
$25,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support the Artists of Color Expo and Symposium.

**SIFF (aka Seattle International Film Festival)**
$65,000  Seattle, WA  
Art Works — Media Arts  
To support the Seattle International Film Festival (SIFF) and related public programming.

*Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA’s [Recent Grant Search](https://www.nea.gov/grants/recent-grant-search.html) for additional project details for NEA grants.*
Town Hall Association (aka Town Hall Seattle)
$30,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support the Global Rhythms performance series.

University of Washington (on behalf of Meany Center for the Performing Arts)
$25,000 Seattle, WA
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support a performing arts presenting series at the Meany Center for the Performing Arts.

Methow Music Festival Association (aka Methow Valley Chamber Music Festival)
$10,000 Winthrop, WA
Challenge America
To support the Methow Valley Chamber Music Festival and associated outreach activities.
West Virginia

Number of Grants: 3    Total Dollar Amount: $55,000

Clay Center for the Arts & Sciences of West Virginia, Inc. (aka Clay Center)
$10,000       Charleston, WV
Challenge America
To support a series of theater, dance, and music performances, with related outreach activities.

Davis & Elkins College
$20,000       Elkins, WV
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support the Augusta Heritage Center's traditional arts program.

Contemporary American Theatre Festival, Inc. (aka CATF)
$25,000       Shepherdstown, WV
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of Antonio's Song / I Was Dreaming of a Son by Dael Orlandersmith and co-writer Antonio Suarez.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval.
Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
Wisconsin

Number of Grants: 11  Total Dollar Amount: $230,000

Sharon Lynne Wilson Center for the Arts, Inc. (aka Wilson Center)
$10,000  Brookfield, WI
Challenge America
To support public performances and arts education activities with guest artists.

Chippewa Valley Museum
$20,000  Eau Claire, WI
Art Works — Folk & Traditional Arts
To support fieldwork and an exhibit about music cultures of the Upper Midwest.

Madison Opera, Inc.
$25,000  Madison, WI
Art Works — Opera
To support performances of Rusalka by Composer Antonín Dvořák with libretto by the Czech poet and playwright Jaroslav Kvapil, with related community engagement activities.

Express Yourself Milwaukee Inc (aka EXYOMKE)
$10,000  Milwaukee, WI
Challenge America
To support arts programming for youth, including mentorships with professional artists.

First Stage Milwaukee, Inc. (aka First Stage)
$15,000  Milwaukee, WI
Art Works — Theater
To support the world premiere production of On the Wings of a Mariposa, a new play for young audiences written by playwright Alvaro Saar Rios, with music by Dinorah Marquez.

Historic Milwaukee, Inc.
$25,000  Milwaukee, WI
Art Works — Design
To support Doors Open Milwaukee 2019, a program offering behind-the-scenes tours of buildings throughout Milwaukee, as well as architecture lectures and children's programming.

Ko-Thi, Inc. (aka Ko-Thi Dance Company)
$15,000  Milwaukee, WI
Art Works — Dance
To support a series of performances and community engagement activities in celebration of Ko-Thi Dance Company's 50th anniversary.

Milwaukee Repertory Theater, Inc.
$30,000  Milwaukee, WI
Art Works — Theater
To support a production of Junk by Ayad Akhtar.

Some details of the grants listed are subject to change, contingent upon prior National Endowment for the Arts approval. Information is current as of 2/8/2019. Visit the NEA's Recent Grant Search for additional project details for NEA grants.
RUACH Inc.
$10,000 Milwaukee, WI
Challenge America
To support concerts and community outreach related to the work of composer Jonathan Leshnoff.

Campanile Center for the Arts
$10,000 Minocqua, WI
Challenge America
To support a concert performance and related outreach activities in rural Wisconsin.

John Michael Kohler Arts Center Inc
$60,000 Sheboygan, WI
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works
To support community engagement residencies.
Wyoming

**Number of Grants:** 3  **Total Dollar Amount:** $45,000

**Powder River Symphony**
$10,000  Gillette, WY  
Challenge America  
To support an artist residency by jazz musicians Jackie Allen and Hans Sturm, with related community engagement activities.

**Jackson Hole Public Art**
$25,000  Jackson, WY  
Art Works — Presenting & Multidisciplinary Works  
To support GLOW, a series of installations and multidisciplinary presentations.

**Off Square Theatre Company**
$10,000  Jackson, WY  
Challenge America  
To support an outdoor production of *As You Like It*, with related artist residencies and outreach activities.